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Tin- lIUtrrh'Hl
Coinpemllum
T. J Stuck went to Missouri Tuesday.
PERSONAL.
of Otuiv» County.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Huizinga visited
Dr. Wetmore has returned from his
IT IS
IT
BE.
Messrs. Potts & Conger are delivernumber of their friends and relatives western trip.
ing their Historicaland Business ComUou as» Cirr U a trade centerin the mld»t of a thrifty fannln« community, it ia a buv Pj™'; Grand Haven on Wednesday after-l
Grand Rapids Tuesday.
Geo. H. Router will go to Chicago on pendium of Ottawa county. We were
poiM'KiinKmany naturaland aoqulred advanUaea, buay mauufacWrie*and J" unri[‘1®f
Paul A. St eke tee was in Grand Bap- the Steamer Me Vea to-morrow morn- very agreeably surprisedwith the work
noon at 2 o'clock. Rev. H. E. Dusker,
!rade The retaU budneaa oooupiea haudaome modem build Into and is carried on by KU-rlll,«'
s on businessTuesday.
ing.
It is a neat volume of about 500 pages,
‘ uHblng businessmen. A quarry of the finest buildingatone la In active operationJust oubrido of performed the ceremony. The wedding
the city. A plant of the itflaon electric light la used, it has a firaUduaa^terworka
Jw was a very quiet affair. A short recep- Miss Helen Jonkman is visiting rela- Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Mokma went to printed on good paper in large type,
deuHrijnent fair trounda.nnd the finest graded streeu of any city in the State, it has elega t
tion was given to a number of friends, tives aud friends in Kalamazoo.
Fremont Tuesday to visit the latter's handsomely bound in cloth with Rathchurcbea of all denominations. Hope college, high schools,libraries, etc., commensurateto ita
er back and corners.The first 200 paafter which the bride and groom took
M iss R-ke Dykeraa spent Sunday and sister who is very ill.
ges are devoted to the history of the
the train for Detroit. The bride is the1
MissN. Eiklor of Benton Harbor who
Monday with relatives here.
county, giving an interestingsketch of
eldest daughter of ex-Mayor Isaac Cap* Jacob Kuitc, Sr,, was in Kalamazoo has been visiting Miss Minnie Hunt
the different townships, cities and vilpon, of the Cappon & Bertsch Leather
went to Chicago Tuesday.
•iday.
lages aud facts of interest connected
C. J. De Roo returned this week from
t J. H. Nibbellnk took a business trip
butter tub fa«
, Harrington'sLanding are some of the finest hummer reaorta in the
therewith. The balance of the work is
MACATAWA
PARK.
an extended business trip through the
Ottawa Beach. > • boUhlin(jg „ ho have visited them can testify. They are live or six miles
tb Grand Rapids Tuesday.
a compendium of the business men in
State aa the
. k (jeligbtful ride on one of the lake steamers. The
Southern states.
WhHt lit Hrlag Hour at tb* K«*«ort*.
jftGeo. W. Browning, manager of the
the county, somethingthat no business
from the
prevades all Apartmentsof trade. Holland possessesthe reputation
Peter J. Zwemer is visiting friends man should he without. Many other
Wearied of the noise, dust aud heat, Ottawa furniturefactory, attended the
X5n°; thel^of martetil^lUttd r^al esuS is in great demand As it is. it is a busy city of B*>0
and needing a change of air and scen- meeting of the furnituremen at Grand in this and vicinity. He has recently topics such as: post offices in the counnhabltanU.As it will be. it will be one of the bmdest of Michigan cities.
___
graduatedfrom the Theological Sem- ty, populations, distances, etc., are
ery. the average dweller in a city at this Rapids Tuesday.
inary at New Brunswick N. J. and given. All who have seen it are highly
time of the year muses fondly on the
* Dr. T. Huizinga of Zeeland was In
Times. Rev. H. D.’ B. Mulford, of Syracuse, delightsof shady nooks, with a hamafter a few months’ vacation expects to pleased with it. and Messrs. Potts &
the city Tuesday.
N. Y. declined the presidency of Hope
enter the Arabian mission field and join Conger are to be congratulatedupon
mock idly swinging in the cool breeze
M. G. MANTISO, Kdltorand Publisher.
College.
. Mr.Foster of Muskegon was In the city
his brother Samuel, who is engaged their work. The work is sold at the
by the shore of some limpid lake. Then
on busir.es Tuesday
It is rumored that the former owners
Published Every Friday, at Holland Michigan.
perhaps his eye glances over a little
there.
low price of $1 No business man In the
of the Strnr. Kalamazoo have bought
Mrs. Martin Elenbass of Grand Rapids
folder settingforth the many beauties
county can afford to be without it aud
Mortunry.
Terms of Subscription,
»I.M per year, or tl per the Strnr. Saugatuck.
and advantages of Macatawa Bay as a Was the guest of Mrs. Frank Swift this
it should find a place in every family.
Died,
last
Friday
night,
Peter
F.
year if paid in advance.
Workmen are engaged in putting in summer resort or he hears in some way ^eek.
AdvertisingHates made known on Application.
Pfanstiehl at the age of 8ti years. The For a copy of the book address Messrs.
the engine in the new machinery room of the excellentfishing which is to be
Miss Lizzie Moerdyk of Muskegon, is deceased was one of our early pioneers Potts & Conger. Grand Haven. Mich.
jar' Entered at tbe post ofiiceat Holland. at the Standard Roller Mills.
had there. If be is wise his grip is at *biting her nephew Allle Guy.
coming to this country in 1847 and was
Mich., for transmission throughthe malls aa
At the Republican county convention
In driving around a few blocks in the once ordered packed: his fishing tackle '.'C. A. Stevenson, one of our leading for many yeat* a prominent business
second-class
southeast part of the city we noticed got in order, and. with his railroador jewelery.wasin Chicago this week buy- man in this city. He was horn at at Grand Haven yesterday, tbe dele-
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was the marriage of Miss Helen Cappon,
of this city, to Rev. 1\ De. Bruyn oi
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fourteen residencesin course of erection steamboat ticket in his inside pocket, ing a large new stock of jewelry
Breda, Netherlands, and in 1833 married gates were instructedto vote solidly for
John T. Rich as candidate for governor
he
starts
for
this
gem
of
Michigan
Until further notice the Strnr. McVea
| Mr. and Mrs. A. Venneina have gone Helena Meulenbroek at Arnhem. He
lakes.
Upon
arriving
at
Holland
our
will make a special trip leaving Holland
leaves five children and a large number and G. J. Diekema as candidate for atto visit friends in Iowa.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Hans Hansen
torney-general. The latter was elected
city
friend
can
either
take
the
steamer
at 7 a. m. every Saturday,returning
Peter Seif of Milwaukee,sou of A. of grandchildren and great-grandlast Monday— a boy.
leave Chicago Saturday evening at 8 or the train for the resorts. The most Seif of this city, is visitinghere.
chilUren.The funeral took place last as aelegate at large from the county.
Amongst those who were recognized
The campaign has opened. Boys, get o’clock.. . .
pleasant way is to take the Strnr. MacaH. Sprik of Grand Haven was in the Monday afternoon from Hope Church,
from this city P. H. McBride and O. E.
your campaign caps at Bosman Bros.
tawa and enjoy a delightful ride of six
Revs.
Dr.
Scott,
H.
E.
Dosker
and
J.
Will Lamoreaux, one of our first-class
city yesterday.
Yates are sent to the state convention;
miles
upon
the
beautiful
bay
with
its
A valuable bay mare of Dr. H. Kre- tonsorial artists, has put in another
Mrs. A. M. Kanters and children left Van Houten oftiiciating.The large
L. Mulder and H. Doesburg to the conshores
dotted
with
fine
cottages
and
mers died Tuesday. An abscess in the chair and secured the services oi Frank
on the steamer McVea to join Mr. Kan- number present showed the high esresidences.
teem in which Mr. Pfanstiehlwas held. gressional:G. Van Schelven and Isaac
head was the cause.
Davis, a first-classbarber from Grand
ters at Manhattan,Montana.
Marsllje to the senatorial, aud J.C.Post
Arriving at the Park our resorter is
A man with a performingbear and Rapids.
Last Sunday evening Mrs. G. Albers,
Mrs. Huge Bradshaw and daughter
for the jjdicial from this districtwelcomed by the pleasantlandlady, Mrs.
two little Bohemian girls playing vionee Aleida Meuke, passed away. She
Real estate in this city is remarkably
Ryder, and the genial clerk H. B. Say- Grace were passengers on the steamer
lins, were attractions on our streets
was horn at Veldbuizen, Germany, and
cheap and outsiderswho wish to own a
nor. This is the ninth season that Mrs. McVea last Tuesday.
rro<-e«dlug» of the Board of Education.
was 88 years old. She was the widow
this week.
nice house and lot in a pleasant and
Mrs. John Hulst of Grand Rapids was
July, 11, 1892.
Ryder has taken care of the guests at
of the late G. Albers, a veteran who
Rev. Dr.'N. M. Steffenshas declined thriving city can not do better than
The board met in regularmonthly session.
the Park Hotel and it shows conclusive- here Monday attending the funeral of
marched to Moscow with Napoleon.
the call to a chair at the Hol- to come to Holland.
Meeting called to order by the president.
ly that she does it to their satisfaction. her grand father P. F. Pfanstiehl.
Mr. Albers was also the inventor of a
land Christian Reformed Theological
Members .present—Messrs. Leach. Hummer.
Mrs. M. Bertsch one of our leading In securing the services of Mr. H. B.
P. F. Dykema of Fremont attended
wonderfulclock, showing the time of Mokma, and VerSchure:absent members-De
Academy at Grand Rapids.
milliners has a new ad in this issue. Saynor of Chicago, another valuable the funeral of his grandfatherP. F.
dav, the day of the week, month, and Roo, Harrington and Boyd.
A People's Party caucus will be held She offers new goods at low figures and assistanthas been added. The hotel
; Allnv-' iit« -i.evio'u,meeting read and apPfanstiehl.
______________ stKaiiclD.gtpu'sha|l_ to-night for the ladies will do well to go and see her
s».* " j vr-vt _____ ______ ... _
.ii»pec, ,r l*'-. ! appjtl^d »“d took his seat.
purpose of electing delegates to' tile splendid stocK."^ r
|Timn^r3yp^?^aw^/ >- -----toons of
The secretarypresentedannual report of Supt.
Strnr. McVea Tuesday evening for a ker of Kalamazoo. Tne remains ui the
county convention to be held at CoopAnother old pioneer passed away last 0Vergreens which are hung about the
Higgins which was read and on motion filed.
few weeks' trip to Omaha. Hot Springs aged lady were laid to rest Wednesday.
T
/ \f W OL.*T _
••
Al.
It
tl ers ville July 20.
Communicationof Supt. Higgins relative to
Tuesday. It was John Heerenga of East hall charming the eye of the hunand other western points. Mrs. Mcsuspending Miss Fliemanfrom school the balMarine.
A very handsome folder has been is- Saugatuckabout seven miles south of gry sojourner. A tramp over hills and
Carthy and son of Missouri Valley who
The Schooner Dayspring from Ben- ance of term was read and on motion same was
sued showing the advantages of our city. He was in the neighborhood of through ravines, bathing in the lake,
have been visiting here for some time
ton
Harbor arrived at King's dock with filed.
beautiful summer resorts Macatawa ninety years.
Communicationof Miss Abby L. Ross decliurowing, sailing, fishing,and the iuvigaccompanied her.
lumber Tuesday. ,
Pirk and Ottawa -Beach.-Jtyrjnforma-iugher re-election, was read and filed,as also
orating-breezes-fromold—
Lake
-Miehir.
Thehoys know wbereTo gcnviieirthejn
Mrs.XM: OggefoT Orange City' la., The Schooner Add ie from Manistee communication of Burdett Silver A Co., relative
tion address J. C. Post, secretary,Holgan, all tend to give our resorter a
want a campaign cap. Our merchant
is visiting relativesin this city.
arrived Wednesday with lumber. She to new music readers.
land, Mich.
vigorous aud healthy appetite and he
tailors Bosman Bros., have received a
There will be an excursion to Grand
will do ample justice to the good things
large supply of caps both for the DemRapids via the C. & W. M. R y on Sunocratic and Republican boys and they set before him.
day, July ITth. Train will leave WaThe season is not yet at its height,
The committee on claims ami accounts reare selling fast.
salt. She cleared Monday.
In Wisconsin.
verly at*10:35 a. in., arriving at Grand
and although the cottages are mostly
ported favorableupon the following bills,viz.:
The
Schooner
Alert
arrived
Saturday
At the annual school meeting at ZeeRapids 11:30 a. m. Leave Grand Rap
S. E. Higgins, expressage.postage, etc ..... ? 6.M
all filled and a number of tents are on
Mm. F. Metcalf left for Flowerville,
from Manistee, with lumber, lath, and E. R. Ballard, writing 0 diplomas ®. 25c ... . l.w
land Monday evening Dr.T. G. Huizinga
ids 7:00 p. m. Round trip 50 cents.
the ground, the number of boarders at thin state,
.
A. I). Goodrich, orchestra for commenceand Ralph Veneklasenwere elected for
ment exercises ....... .......... ••••••;
the hotel has not yet reached one hunS. B. Hyer’s Colored Comedy ComMm.
T. Metcalf went to Grand RapCleveland
1*. ,v P. Co, 6 dip. on parchment 6.40
membors of the school board instead of
Our Advertisers.
Ottawa
Co. Times, S00 folders programs) - ^
pany played at the opera house on Mondred.
ids Wednesday.
C. Van Loo and A. Van Kley.
For those who desire a thorough The bill of A. Van den Brink referred back at
Great improvementsare being made
day* Tuesday aud Wednesday evenings
P. Wilms went to Grand Haven WedRev. P. J. Zwemer of New Brunswick at the Park, a large number of men are at
business
course the Grand Rapids previous meeting to Mr. Harrington was certito small houses. The program was fair,
fied to by him to be correct,?7.50. On motion
nesday.
will preach in Hope church Sunday work on the auditorium building, many
Business College establishedin 1806, is the report was adopted and billsordered paid
a different one every night and part of
Mrs.
W.
H.
Beach
went
to Grand
morning. In the evening there will be cottages are in course of erection and
one of the most desirable institutions.
Committee on buildingsand grounds reported
the acting and singing was very creditRapids Wednesday.
recommendingthe fitting up aud furnishing for
a union service in Hope church when the machineryhas been ordered for a
| The prorietorand principal. A. S. Parable.
isa poetical and thorough business school purposes the N.E. basement room and alMr. Zwemer will speak on the Arabian Bystem of water works and electric Dr. Chas. Scott, president of Hope
A special meeting of Star of Bethleso a certain part of the west side of high school
mission, for which field he soon expects lighting.The hills are heavily wooded college, left Monday for cChawang- j man an(] teacher.Courses are taken in basement for a laboratory for which the N.E.
hem Chapter No. 40 O. E. S. will be
to leave.
and slope gradually to a sandy beach, nuk. Orange Co., N. Y. During the shorthand, typewriting, bookkeeping, basementhas been used.
held on Thursday evening,July 21st.
on motion resolvedthat the report of the com.
vacationhe will work for the interests j commercial law, English training and
In every city there are some people where crowds of bathers congregate
Past Grand Master R. C. Hatheway of
mitteepertainingto tbe furnishing of the N.E.
of the
in facteverything necesary in a business
basement room be adopted.— Carried.
Grand Rapids will be present to deliver who think that they can do better by and lave their forms in the sparkling
Rev. A. A. Pfanstiehl of Denver, career.
On motion resolvedthat the report of the comtrading with outside merchants. Ladies waters. The park includes 2«0 acres of
an address. A full attendanceis rewill sometimespatronize outside deal- land, made up of hills and valleys.'A Col., attended the funeral of his father The college is locatedin the Ledyard mittee pertainingto fittingup laboratoryin basequested.
ment of high school be adopted, after which
Block, corner of Pearl and Ottawa
ers and have old or out-of-style goods large number of varieties of wild Mow- P. F.
some remarks followed pro and con and on moQuite a sensationallawsuit came off
Ben
Bosman
and
J.
H.
B.
TeRoller
Streets.
The
rooms
are
being
entirely
palmed off on them at a low figure. ers, ferns and mosses grow upon the
tion it was moved to be laid upon the table until
before Esquire Post last Tuesday. Ihe
Workman Sisters, our milliners, an- hillsides and in the ravines.Miles of went to Macatawa Park Monday after- remodelled and refurnished in antique the next regular meeting, which motion pre-
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college.

Pfanstiehl.

complainant was John Cunningham,
nounce in a new ad. this week that they
who accused Mrs. Daniel Wise of breakare selling new and stylish goods at very
ing a window in his house.- The court
low prices and -if our ladies are wise
found her not guilty and the complain
they will deal with their home dealers.
ant stands the cost of the suit.

At the boot and shoe

store of

S

The Normal

class under the able in

etruction of Professors P. A. Latta of

bass.

walks and drives have been made noon and returned with a big string of oak and
throughout this beautifulscenery. The white
railroadservice is excellentand steam-

i John Benjamins oi Chicago ia
boats land passengers at the resorts ing his parents Mr. and Mrs. Wm.

will be pleasant and neat,
full particulars send to ihe

vailed.

On motion
to

visit-

2jinse>
j^ghau.

and from Chicago and steamboats
make five daily trips to Holland. Be-

to

For

lire

front,

ferred to the

lOT a c“t“loKu(!-

Ben-

During this warm weather perhaps
you ars thinking about buying one or

resolved that the necessaryrepairs
blackboards,shellacing,
etc., be re-

committee on text-books aud fur-

Carried.
The committee to

niture.—

whom was referredtbe recommending of suitable persons for janitors, rec! Mrs. N. Edgerlv and Mrs. E. Peattie more comfortable chairs to set out on ommended Hans Thompson at a salary of .W5.00
of Perry. N. Y., are visitingMrs. M.S. the porch ih the cool and pleasanteven- per month, term ending July 1, 1^3, which does
ingsand rest your weary form. Just not include the cleaning of walks. On motion
resolved that the report recommendingHans
Prof, and Mrs. Preston Scott of Mid- remember that Rinck&Co., our popular
Thompson as janitor at a salary of W5.00 per
dlesborough, iVenuiCKy,
Kentucky, viwvuu
visited their
furnituredealers-----are receivingloads of month
dlesborougn,
men ju.u*.,u.0u«»wD
amouth he
be adopted,
adopted, providing
providing that
that he
he assist
assist as
parents Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Scott a few new goods almost every day and if you uiu(,h us ,,0SHibleln making repairsinsideand
"T
n,lU|,iP of
0f the building.—
bullding.-carried.
Carried.
1 u-nnt
want nnvthin?
anything in
in their line you can not
not outakle
On motion resolved that H. Toren be re-en~
went to Kremom, do better than to go and see their etoek. gaged as janitor of the Ward school at a salary y

Sprietsma great changes have taken
Allegan, J. W. Humphrey of Wayland, sides the lighthouse at the harbor there
place this week. The establishment
and J. H. Kleinheksel of this city, is is also a life saving station and it is
has been repainted and papered and
proving a great success. No kinder- very interesting to watch the practice
otherwise improved. Mr. Sprietsma
garten or primary work is being done, and drilling of the crew. Boats, fishalways tries to make his place athut they have taken up reviewing the ing tackle and bait can be procured for
tractivefor his many customers and besubjectsfor the first, second and third a small charge and as the fishing is
sides sells the best goods to be had in
grade certificates.The number enroll- good it is indeed a pleasant retreatfor
the market and at reasonable prices.
ed is 51, and considering the several the disciples of Izaak Walton.
pleMe take notice that our of 120.00 per month, term to end July 1, lt*03.
B. H. Jonkers, a farmer of about 50 normal classes in neighboring towns
One of the new features at the Park Tuesday to attend the wedding of his
On motion board adjourned.
son P. F. Dykema and Miss Maud
goods are now offeredat botC. VeuSchi'be, Secretary.
years old residing at Overisel, ended
this year will be the holding of the Asthis is very good.
Mrs. J. E. Benjamin left Wednesday tom prices. Call and see at Mrs. M.
liis life last Friday afternoon by hangsembly, good speakers and music being
There will he a recital by Miss F.
Uun Down by m Steamer.
ing himself in the barn. The unfortuprovided.The rates at the hotel are very for an extended visit to her sister Mrs. JK*»-t«ch. —
Maud Hughes, harpist of Grand Rapids,
Geo.
E.
Hunt
at
Traverse
City
and
Notlce!
Detroit, July ll.— The Evening Newe
nate man was very deliberate in his
reasonable.Amongst the late arrivals at
at the parlors of Hotel Ottawa on Tuesatives at Howard City and Gr. Rapids. All who wish to attend the re-union Monday gave 2,000 Detroit uewsboya their
preparations, fasteninga rope to a
the Macatawa Park hotel are the folday evening, July ID, at 8:30 o'clock, asof the 25th Mich. Infantry, Co. 1, on annual outing atiDes Chree Shoa Ka,an islbeam, then getting on the beam, he
lowing: R. Jackson and wife, John G.
Mrs. F. E. Payne, formerly of Muske- ^
and 29lh of thig month, please and resort nine miles below this city in
sisted by some well known talent— Mrs.
made a noose in the other end of the
Steketeeandwife, G. A. Johnston, wife gon, was in the city last week visiting jie . for eompieting arrangementsto the Detroit river. While there a rowboal
Palmer, violin? H. Schuil,tenor; W.W.
containingfive boys was cut in two by tbe
rope, put it around his neck and jumjied
and son, J. D. Smyth and wife, Mrs. R. friends and making acquaintances. She
Holla]jd
Robinson, basso: Miss Nellie Rice, piateamer Idle wild and Alex Wingert, aged
down, the fall breaking his neck. He
Hazylette,all of Grand Rapids: Mrs.T. has now gone to Grand Rapids to \
Miss Bessie Walker will be the
14, was drowned. The other boya were
leaves a wife and six children.FinanC. Nuttack and child, Chicago: C. L.
rescued.
Beneke and wife, W. A. Beneke, wife
FoetmiatreesIn Trouble.
r>«t __
and daughter,Mrs. Kennedy and son,
edly the cause oi the rash act.
Muskegon,Mich., July 12.— Mrs. L. K.
event of the season. The Strnr. MacaWc have heard many complimentary tawa will wait at the Beach till after of Grand Rapids; Mrs. F. H. Bonnell, W J. Garrodof Allegan was in
White, postmistress at Bruffton, near
iic»d»rire Cure.
Dr. Dan's Anti-Headache gives in- this city, was arrested Monday for alC. J. Wicker, Chas. Eaton, wife and
remarks made about the line stone the concert.
...stent relief in all cases of Headache, leged fraud and embezzlementin her
son, Chas. K. Smith and wife, of Chica- cltj
carving done on the City Hotel front.
At a Republicancity caucus held
Dr. Bills of Allegan was in the city Neuralgia,Rheumatic pains and In- office. She is held for trial in tbe United
go; A. J. Davidson and wife, of Grand
The Btone column is a handsome piece
•o business
somnia.For sale by Swift & Martin. 25tf States district court. Mrs. White was
Tuesday evening tbe following dele
Rapids; Win. Graver, W. G. Leonard,
of workmanship as far as it is finished
prominentiahospital work during the
gates were elected to the county conJ. M. Killain and son Ned, S. T.
ADVERTISEDLETTERS.
A. J. Maher and family of Chicago; W.
war and is the wife of a veteran.
and is executed by John F. Smith of
vention held at Grand Haven yesterday.
CWKowalk
and
Dant
Webster
came
Mortised
for
the
W.
Hubbard
and
family,
of
IndianajK)Dayton, O., who also will do the carvKing's Death Watch Set.
First Ward-W. H. Beach, H. Vaupell,
from Allegan on their biey des W
at the Hol.
lis, Ind.; Win. Bragg, Grand Rapids;
ing on the new Holland City State
Memphis, July 12. -H. Clay King, th#
Albert Keppel, H. R. Doesburg. Sec4ay forenoon.After taking dinner
ending J
F. G. Perkins, wife and three children,
condemned murderer of D. H. Poston,
Bank. The carved stones near the top
ond Ward— R. N. DeMerell, W. A.
to
City
hotel
they
drove
«
Macatawa
s
Marti„, Miss was brought from Jackson Monday and
Cold
water,
Mich.:
Capt.
D.
P.
Dobbins,
of the building is the work of our stone
Holley, P. De Spelder. Third Wardlodged in jail to await execution. The
Buffalo, N. Y.; N. Strahen, Grand Rap- Park. They returnedto Allegan yes- ii^e\ooi x,
cutter R. N. DeMerelland shows that
P. H. McBride, O. E. Yates, G. Van
death watch was placed on King Monday
Kfay wall pleased with their visit to Alice Roseman.
p. M.
ids: J. A. Bell, Pittehurgh:W. W.
he is a first-classworkman. G. Sluiter
night. Tbe relatives of Poston, tbe murSchelven, H. Kiekintveld, B« D. Kepfurcity
and
Winchester,C. F. Waters, Chas. E.
of Kalamazoo is the contractor for the
dered man, caused a sensation by pubpel, Geo. E. Kollen, Henry Luidens.
Mr and Mrs. L. Kardux and son of If you do not want to Ik; disappointed lishing a card in the morning papers
Miller, and John Day, fishing party
stone cuttingboth on the hotel and bank
Fourth Ward-L. Mulder, G. J. DiekeChicago
returned home this week after with what you purchase buy your goods appealingto the public not to sign the
from Grand Rapids.
jobs and is a first-classman at the work.
a short visit with relatives and friends at the drug store of Dr. W in. \ an Put- petition to Governor Buchanan asking
The front of the bnnh building wi.f be
that King’s sentence be commuted to life
Free KHiuple.
in the. city and vicinity. Mrs. K’s ten, where a complete stock of drugs imprisonment.The card was strongly
Call and get a free sample of Dan's mother, Mrs. G. H. Souter accompanied and paints is found— quality always worded and is the talk otihs town.
tractive pattern Messrs, biuiter ana appointed to see to the Anti-Headachethis
w,
this week only at Swift
guaranteed and prices cheap.
--- * . ----- *
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Ottawa CuUNTY T^mes.
HOLLAND, MICH., FRIDAY, JULY
Thf Happy far mar.

the hens do not receivethe proper feed j **
and care. An egg farm. «>p,dallv when- come

happy man.
HU life i* free from cate,
With naught to make bit- spirit md,
Or make him want to vwi-ur:
All day among the aooklebur*
He gaily gruba and hiK-*.—

The farmer

It-

a

^

wel‘

I

I

!

What

one must run

is

to

Wu

andinno, Ib lhere a philosophy of science in drain tiles up through the bins at frehens be kept longer than washing? i here most assuredly is. quent intervals. They absorb the
two years. The latter can then be fate Mo8t ,,f the dirt is held upon tne wejH moisture from the wheat and it is evaptened and sold ^ roastingfowls. In ingappare! by the oil from the body? orated from their tubular insides. If
some by being pressed between the considerableheat developes in spite of
this way every year several hundred
threads which compose the cloth. Any this the grain should be shoveledfrom
fowls could be disposedof at good prices
and which would in iteelf amount to method which will free the fabric from one bin to another or even sj readout
for

fall.and winter laying,

ease should

Till all the chores are done;
To f«*d the cows and milk them too,
In brightlyshiningpalls.—
The while they tread upon your corns
And thump you with their tails.

I

|

i

How sweet to hie into the fie' 1,
From breakfastsmoking hot,
And chase a plow all day around

enough to pay for the feed of the
would become profit-

near

^

I

'

A forty acre lot:

And when it strikes against a stone,
Drawn by the horses stout.
To have the handles prance around
And punch your daylights out.

CMtori* if Dr. Samuel Pitcher’* preacription for Infants
and Children.It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.

lo08en 111061 T’ie d^rt' und thin on the barn floor until the heat

able.

Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
cures Diarrhoea and Wind Colic. Castoria relieves
teething troubles, cures constipationand flatulency.
Castoria assimilatesthe food, regulatesthe stomach
and biwcls, giving healthy and natural sleep. Cas*
toria is the Children’s Panacea— the Mother’s Friend.

About the best way to conduct the bing. Cold water is the slowest thin;’ on|v f01. ••chicken feed" or damaged
businef- would be to have incubators in the world to take out grease,and the wheat.- \V. I. Chamberlain.ex-Seereand brooders.The former should be first rule in washing should be: “Don’t 1an- Ohio Board of Agriculture,in
use cold suds for cleansing dirty Farm and Home.
startedas early in January as possible.

How sweet at noon

to He at ease
Beneath Mime spreadingtree.
And hold a secret session

-

|

clothes."Soap

From each batch, when marketable as

is

used as another

meth-

the)

With an ardent bumble 1-ee:
w hen your rheumatism makes
Your legs refuse to go,
How sweet to lie upon your back—
And watch your mortgage grow.

broilers, the choicest pullete could be
reserved and the balance shipped to greaso. It is very poof economy to n*
an inferior grade and waste your
the cities. During January. February.
cle in making up for its poverty. MeltMarch, and April, and May, if necessaing the soap and stirring it in the hot
ry. a hundred or two pullete could be
And when the busy c-.es of day,
secured.These would start in laying water has proved much more satisfacHave faded with the light
How sweet to lie in peacefulsleep
about September, and the egg crop tory than rubbing it upon the soiled
places. Clothes should not be allowed
Throughout the dewy night.
would be increased each month until
And bear the partner of your Joys,
to become very dirty, as the fabric is
the hens had finished their moult and
At first faint tinge of dawn.
often worn away more in the rubbing to
joined
the
ranks.
Knout, “Come, old granger,bump yourself,
The cows are iu the corn."
A man with 300-egg incubator and a get them clean than in the wear. If
The above w as sent to us by one of our readers good brooder could, with ordinary suc- they were not worn so long and conseat East saugatuck who wants bis name supquently were less soiled they would not
cess, get out 200 good pullete, and get to

And

pressed.

ary and May. The broilers should bring

GEO. Q. DOW.

about W80. The pullete would be the

sometimes heard

fall

and winter layers. During May and

that caponizing does not pay is rank June three hatches could be run for

-- —
-" d 'Slkv

no way-yet discover-.

M

ed that calves can be so easily and
quickly grown, for the first six months
at least, as in the natural way. that is
to run with the cows. This, however,

of

salts of tartar and the same of

ammo-

Castoria.

Castoria.
Cwtoria la an excellent medicine for children. Mother* have repeatedlytold me of its
good effect upon their children.'’
Da. G. C. OaoooD,
Lowell,Mass.
11

except in rare cases cannot be profitably

done with the cattle industry in its
presentcondition in Michigan.
. In order that cattle may be profitably
kept, the cows must be good milkers
and the principalprofits derived from
this source. The calves from a herd
require an expenditureof strength to
kept with this end in view may, with
clean them.
proper care and attention be so raised
I have found this recipe for a washing
that they will nearly or quite equal those
fluid very helpful:Take o cents worth

market size 300 broilers between JanuCapon Nointrus*-.

-

, h
raus-

ad in attackingand dissolving

by

It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years* use

onl-v the h,nal1 !K'n;on bt'tweenthej subsides and ali moisture is gone: or
threads needs to be loosened by rub- there will be musty wheat that will sell

pullete until they

" Castoria is the beet remedy for children of
which I am acquainted. I hope the day is not
fir distant when mothers will consider the real

and use Oastorlainstead of the variousquacknostrums whidi are
interestof their children,

destroying their loved ones, by forcing

opium,

morphine, toothingsyrup and other hurtful
igecta down their throats, thereby eroding
them to premature grares.”
Da. J. F.

raised on the cows at fifteen or eighteen

months.

found broilers, and the product should add nia powder, one lx x of concentrated lye
I have pursued the following plan for
and one and a half gallons of salt wato come from those who have no expe- another 5180. This would give a total
the past four years with good results.
ter; boil and skim and set away in a cool
rience in raising capons or from those of $300 for broilers. The pullete, and
The calf is taken away from the cow
who never made a success at anything say, 200 hens (400 layers in all) should place. The evening before you wash any time before forty-eighthours old. I
but who are always ready to offer ad- average 1 00 eggs each, or 40,000 eggs in heat enough water to soak the clothes,
think the sooner the better, and placed
vice upon something they know noth- twelve months. At two cents each (a and if they are very dirty use a cupful
in a box stall by itself. Here it is taught
ing about. I have frequentlyasserted good average for the entire years’ pro- of the fluid; if not soiled half a cupful
to drink, and particular care is taken
and now assert again that with the ex- duct), they would bring $800. And now, will answer. Most women who have
not to feed more than than the calf
ception of selling eggs at two to five as the hens are past the second year of used the recipe recommend the use of
really needs, always aiming to have it
dollars a dozen, or breeding stock at their life, they could either be sold as enough soap stirred into the soaking
ready to take its rations with a relish,
equally high prices there is no part of breeders,if they are choice,or fattened water to make it soapy, but the originand yet have enough.
sultry raising that yields so big a and marketed. Fifty cents each would al does not call for it. In the morning For tjh<ifirst four weeks the ordinary
profit as mat of raising cajkms.
not be a LlglT price
sod the wing out the clothesand put them in
calf will require about eight quarts of
I have had a practicalexperience at 200 would bring an even $100. Now for the boiler, in which half a cupful of the
milk daily. If new milk can be had
fluid and the usual amount of soap have
it for many years; have a large corres- the summary:
three times a day. I pefer to divide it
I
pondence with people who are engaged Broiler* ......................................1300 been stirred. If you have clothesenough
Egg* ........................................
*00 to fill the boiler several times -you will into three feeds, otherwise I should give
in capo..izing, am familiar with all the
but two feeds, rather than give milk
RouMing fowl* ...........
1*X)
need more of the fluid. Half a cupful
prices in eastern markets,and know
that is not absolutelyfresh to the calf
Total receipt* ..................
11,960 of the fluid is enough for two boilers of
that the facte derived from such knowlthat is to be raised on new milk.
Four hundred fowl* <& II per year. . 1400
clothesif they are not very dirty. When
edge or information are conclusive.
Incidental* ............................ 100
The second month I begin to use milk
they have boiled twenty minutes take
Without a shadow of doubt those who
substitutes, carefully2* first, beginning the
Total expense.
600
j them out and rub through a
soapy wacaponize their cockerelsreceive a price
. Clear profit .....................1700 ter, and then rinse well, being careful with one-fourth tea-cupfulof oil meal
more than fifty per cent greater than
There you bave it. Not a bonanza, as not to lot tho water get too eu«.,*ylin (old process), made into a porride by
they would for birds not bo treated.
we said before, but a paying adjunct to either case. Overalls are especially pouring sufficient boilingwater over it
A leading Boston agricultural paper
the farm. Better.still wuuld it be to a hard to wash by the old way, but whVn to make quite thin. I let this stand
is before me now: it was published
fruit farm. Right in among all these dipped in the boiling water in the boil- from one feed to the next, and stir with
April 4. and its market reports are alfowls could be plantedtrees of all kinds, er and taken out at once they seldom the milk. This is increased as the calf
ways reliable.
becomes accustomed to the new feed
Under Poultry I found the following and outsidethe runs the space could be refuse to become clean with a few rubs.
taken
up
with
small
fruits.
On
a
five- The boiling water fades them no more until the calf at three months will eat
quotations: Western chickens 12 cent
acre farm, with poultry rightly mag- than the excessive amount of rubbing and digest at least one pint at a feed.
a pound, western capons 17 cents per
As the oil meal is increased the milk
aged, and fruit properly cared for. we they must have to make them clean if
pound.
honestly “believean income of $1000 not boiled.—American Agriculturist. is decreased and done away with at
Not only does the man who sends
three months. As the milk is decreased
capons to market receive this extra could be realized.
Handling; the Wheat Harvest.
more
water is added, and if in cool
By
keeping
thoroughbreds
for
egg
price per pound but the same bird
As soon as the wheat is fairly out of weather, or if the calf prefersit, warm
weighs two or three pounds more than production,and good grades for broiler
raising, a number of the very best of the dough and the straw has turned water is used with skim milk. No new
if listed as a “chicken.’’
golden yellow, it should be cut, bound milk need be used after four or five
A gain of 40 per cent in price and still the thoroughbreds could be disposed of
and shocked. The self-binding har- weeks. The porridge should be used
for
breeders,
realizing
a
dollar
for
birds
another gain of 40 per cent in weight.
vester is the best and most economical with skim milk the same as with new.
Ob, no, capons don’t pay! If they that in the market would bring but fifmeans of harvesting wheat where the For calves up to six months the milk
were caponized and only sold as chick- ty cents. And besides, a flock of ducks
areas
are large enough to warrant its should be warmed to the natural temand a flock of geese and. if possible, a
ens, leaving off the capon part, the inpurchase and the fields large enough perature and if plenty is given no other
flock
of
turkeys,
could
also
be
kept
on
crease of weight alone would of itself
the same farm, and a neat little addi- and smooth to permit its profitable use. drinks will be needed. I have given as
represent a good profit.
tle
addition could be made to the in- Sometimes a single twine binder will high as eight gallons of skim milk
I claim that the day is not very far
cut the wheat of a whole neighborhood daily to yearlingand found they thrived
off when the custom of caponizing will come.
So much for our opinion. We base it beginning early on the more sandy soil, and grew very fast.
become universal,as it now is in France
The calf should be taught to eat hay
upon
what we have done and what we and early varieties, and extendingthe
and when that day comes no doubt the
have
seen
done.
In our calculationwe time for ten days or more, ending with as soon as possible, and a little clean
fancy value that is now to be obtained
have rated the January, February, i the clayer soil and later ripening vari- fresh hay should be given every day.
for a capon will disappear.But on the
nonsense, and when sifted down

is

Anoonas. Every February. March and U6e aD(1 bave
o! *r™lt *eryioe, in per bushel. If you store it in your own
April sufficientpullets should be hatch- 1 lightening the labor of a farmer s wife, bins it is well to put columns of porous
ed

To rise before the sun,

And hustlebriskly 'round the bam

ie

*™e

I

!

How tweet at early dawn of day

All this talk that

the

wu>'^do wor* *
from
be well done, in-rear, this risk. If you

if it can
sell the wheat dib. exclusivelyused on many methods now that the progressive r,ct]y from the thrasher the buyer
the table, should be stocked with the ^•kveiKTUs-s to lighten labor rau#t run the risk and be at the
‘heavy layers, as for instance, the Leg- of cleansing her clothes.Ihose given troubleand expense of spreading and
horns, the Minorcas, the Spanish or the nere are practice,- which are in actual drying, and he therefore must pay less

the article

1

An 1 money never troubles him,
Unless 'tls what he owes.

W

Kihculob,
Conway,Ark.

“

Castoria

Is

so well

adaptedto children that
to any prescription

recommendit as superior
known to me.'*
I

111 So.
“

B. A. Aacnxa, M. D.t
Oxford St, Brooklyn,N. Y.

Our physiciansin the cbildren'edepart-

ment hare spoken highly of their experience in their outside practicewith Castoria,
and although we only hare among our
medical supplieswhat is known as regular
products, yet we are free to confess that tha
merits of Castoriahas won us to look with
favor upon it."
Uxitxd Hospital axd Disfxxsakt,
Boston, Main
Aixxn C. Smith, Prtt.,

Tha Ceatnnr Company, TT Mnxmy

fltrnnt,

Hew

Tnrk City.

is

DRESS GOODS.

for

—

and

have just completed taking an inventory
some of the greatest bargains ever

offer

made.

I

finest

have reduced the prices on some of
patterns in the market.

BEST STOCK IN THE CITY!

MN CROCKERY
MY STOCK HAS NEVER BEEN BETTER.

STEKETEE:

B.

POST BLOCK.

UNDERTAKING!

Excellent Horses and Carriages and Hearse.

me a call if in need of such service. We will give you firstclass service at reasonable prices.
have ever
ones at twenty cents. The roasting "'ear and tear on it and storage the used. Oatmeal and bran is good, but Thankful for past patronage, we respectfullysolicit future favors.
fowl we average at fifty cents each, yet year around unless it will net him 20 cornmeal I do no like for growing calIT CHAIRS RENTED FOR FUNERALS AND PARTIES..®
it takes a poor roaster to weigh less per cent of this sum above ordinary wa- ves. The grain should be given after
than four pounds, and a low market ges of man and team, and this will re- the first months in as large quantities
rate less than 12 cents. It is nothing quire nearly 100 acres at $1 per acre if as will be eaten with a relish.
uncommon to market a 7-pound roaster you figure it fairly. Too many farmers,
At weaning time great care should
at 15 cents per pound, realizing$1.10. I think, buy expensive machines with- be taken not to take the food to which NINTH STREET,
HOLLAND, MICH.
La-vin£ati(]e the subject of receipts and out following the Scripture injunction the calf is accustomed away entirely
expenses, the reader must remember and inference “to sit down first and until it has become accustomed to and
that the poultry business in any branch count the cost."
able to digest the new feed upon which
requireshard work, strict business : If there is much grass, clover or it is to be put.
principlesand working capital.— M. K. weeds in the butte of the wheat it is
I have had the best success keeping
— DEALER IN
best to let the bundle* lie on their Bide* calves in the barn in darkened Btalls,
Boyer in Fanciers’Journal.
March and April

other hand, the advantage of caponizing will

still

“stags’ and will find them birds as unsalable for eating purposes as bull beef

J. H.

or boar pork

is

not going to get left but

For grain feed I like whole oats for Give

an(l 00 one can afford interest and calves as well as anything I

,

only have what will then be known as

This man

|
,

thatthose who do not practice it will

trated are wanted in our markets.

broilers at thirty ! eti(;s. A twine-binder coste now about

cents per pound, and the May and June

exist from the simple fact

is now.
The man who begins to caponize his
birds now is going to get the benefit of
the extra price they will bring as capons for the next few years and is going
to be in a position and possess the
knowledgeto continue the work when
nothing but birds that have been cas-

Caskets and everything necessary.

|

a few hours in the hot sun before shock- excepting belore the flies

GlrJ Wjlnted,

ing and capping unless rain threatens. early summer, when

come in the
I think a run to

ZE^

DE KRUIF
—

A.

I

NIBBEL1NK

DRUGS,

-

MEDICINES,

-

PAINTS,

-

OILS.

g°ing t° be right on the .pot with Good wage* willl be paid to a good
If shocked at once the green stuff in grass very beneficial.
BRUSHES,
the goods wanted, rhese are my sen- girl for doing general housework,
the
butte, standing on the ground, and
timente and what I believe, and I leave | Apply
L. E. Van Dbezer,
SOAPS, PERFUMERIES, TOILET ARTICLES, ETC.
Payne the River street photographer
with no access, to the air is apt to heat
it to time to show that what I predict
River Street Restaurant,
still sells those beautiful photos of the
and mold. No matter how free from memorialday processionand of the fan
Holland. Mich.
is right. I will send a lot of printed
grass and weeds, or how ripe the wheat and pole drills. Get one while they
questions and answers on this subject
A Hint.
may be, it should stand in the shock at last, they are excellent.
Compounding of Horn and Cattle Medkim a Specialty.
to all who wish them.
Seasons come and go, and like everyIf you do not want to be disappointed
least three or four days, and “make"
North Epping, N. H.
thing else styles in hate are changing.
with what you purchase buy your goods
I invite all those wishing articles in my line to call before purchasbefore it is stored in stack or barn for
at the drug store of Dr. Wm. Van PutThe season for straw hats is here and
The Market Poultry Husiuess.
thrashing, otherwise it is apt not only ten, where a complete stock of drugs
ing, as I feel assured I can make it to their interest to purchase
The market poultry business,whil e we have just received a splendid lot of to sweat in the mow, which it will do and paints is found— quality always
of me.
all the latest styles from the cheapest
H. DE KRUIF, Zeeland, Mich.
it is not the “big bonanza" that it has
at any rate, but to mold and injure both guaranteed and prices cheap.
to
the
finest
straws.
Call
on
us
and
see
been pictured to be, is, nevertheless,
All
operations
known
to
the
dental
the straw for feeding purposes and the
professionperformed with care by skillprofitable, and needs to be encouraged our stock.
wheat for milling purposes. In order
ful operators at the Central Dental
BOBMAN
Bros.,
Merchant
Tailors.
Eggs and fowls are staple articles.They
that it may stand safely in the shock Parlors.
Eighth St., Holland.
command ready sales, of course rising
and withstandstorm if it comes, the
Cry for
and falling with the market, the same
wheat should be shocked in circular
is

VARNISHES,

to

Prescriptions Carefully Compounded.

We Want This

as all other supplies.

PAINTS! PAINTS!

The writer does

or octagonal form, with eight or ten
you need good paints unadulterated
not look favorably upon poultry culture
made by John W. Masury & Son, buy bundles standing upright and two long,
as an exclusive affair,unless under very them at Dr. Wm. Van Putten’s drug
slenderones horizontallyon top, broken
favorable circumstances— such as excel- store. Prices as cheap as inferior goods at the band, and the heads and bute
lent markets, and so on. But as an ad- are sold at. Come and examine the assortment of colors. Goods guaranteed. spread out and bent downward like an
junct with the raising of crops, or
umbrella over the whole. It takes
coupled with some other business, it is
The finest photograph gallery in this knack and experienceto shock grain
If

Children
Pitcher’s Castoria.

Curtains,

FOR SALE!
I

offer for sale a stock of

Household

Goods such as Stoves, Bedsteads. Tables, Chairs. Dishes, etc. The buyer
also has privilegeof renting a house on
West Tenth street. For further inforon River well and it can no more be described or mation call on or address

profitable. Market poultrycould, how- section is kept by Payne
made an exclusive business,if street. He is an experienced artist and

ever, be

I.

W.

STARK.

taught on pajier than any other trade
all work is first-class. He also has for
Holland. Mich.
the branches were employed—egg sale some very fine views.
or part of a trade or work of knack and
fcakt-K Alive!
farming, broiler raising and fowls for
Teeth extracted without pain by the
Here's
a
bargain.
A dozen pair of
market— but when either branch is u*ed administration <if vital i/,<-u air a* the! So matter h<»w well the wheat is
# neamlef* MM;ks for only one dollar at
separately it generallyfails.
Ontral Dental i'ar.or*.
I d in th
oek or how ripe it is, it ‘Bosnian Brother*, elotniers. Light St.
all

Carpets, I
1

Sideboards,
Wardrobes,

Extension

j

Although our spring trade :

has been immense, we have
termined to make this the

&cstof

alj our big week’s

ness‘

Ca]I and see the

Tabels, est

Center

Our Banner Month!

line

de-

Suites,

big- Bedroom

busi-

!

SuiTES’

cheap- Dining Chairs,

of House-furnishingKitchen

Goods you have ever had

Tables, good fortune

1

Parlor

to

the

behold.

RINCK &
HTBUer.

Chairs,

Rockers, Etc.

CO.,

1

IOHTH

HOLLAS!, MK

H.

mim

EXPLANATORY.
Many

YTtt

A

-

of the special prescriptionsof the

Chicago Medical Clinic have become valuable
by standingthe testa of time ami extensive

cm*

-t

aUj xil^A

X

WVT

V

UAQfTgreatmodern
and
them
one represented good in heaven
land?’ And
array, and then on some swift rying cypressbranches,
would have
sliadow

MAre oRPAruP* in LONDON
DR. TALMAGE PREACHES in lunuun
ON THE ARMY OF THE REDEEMED.
no

TAI

forces

put

the

as car-

that

j

the

the chorus comes in, “Christ
of a rock m a weary laud.

you may ride along the line and meant sorrow. If my text had repre- They sing a star sung, saying, “Who
r0view the troops; and that accuinu- ' sentod the good in heaven as carrying !fl he that guided us through the thick
£rom
Bmn8 liko a uigi^ode, that would have meant sin. j night, and when all other lights wei
steed

^
^

^

^

^

formo,i n.gi„1(.„t compared

the great array of the

ployment.Wo have often been urged by our
Hr Cunuot Agrer wllh
patrons to give them to the world that their

in

A iiUoA*'

with

redeemed.

|

palm branch they carry, and out arose in the sky the morning star,
When the jieople came | pouring light on the soul's darkness?"
home from war in olden times the con- 1 And the chorus will come in, “Christ,
queror rode at the bead of his troops, the morning star, shining on the soul’s
and there were triumphalarches, and darkness." They will sing a flower song,
the people would come out with branch- saying, “Who is ho that brightened all
es of the palm tree and wave them all our way, and breathed sweetness upon
along the host. What a significant type our soul, and bloomed through frost and
this of the greeting and of the joy of the 1 tempest?"And the chorus will come in,
redeemed in heaven! On earth they “Christ, the lily of the valley, blooming
were condemned,and were put out of through frost and tempest." I hey sing
polite circles. They had infamous hands a water song, saying, “Who is ho that
strike them on both cheeks. Infernal gleamed to us from the frowning crag,
spite spat in their faces. Their back 1 and lightened the darkest ravine of
ached with
trouble, and brought cooling to the
fiieirl>rowreeked with unalleviated temples and refreshment to the lip, and
toil. How weary they were! Sometimes was a fountain In the midst of the vnlthey broke the heart of the midnight in demess?" and then the chorus will come

But

it is

a

that is victory.

I utood one day at Williamsport,and
llraren. saw on the opposite side of the Potomac
full value might bo felt In a wider field of usethe forces coming down, regiment after
He lAMiks Forward to u Heaven of Light
fulness.To tliia end we have placed them In
regiment,and brigade after brigade. It
and Music, Joy mid Rest.
seemed as though there was no end to
the hands of the well known firm of Foley &
London, July 10.— Dr. Talmage is the procession. But now let me take
Co., who have the solo rights for their manufacture and sale. The reputationof this firm spending a very busy season in England. the field ebiMs of St. John and look off
Not only in the London churches, hut upon the hosts of heaven— thousands
will afford the best guaranteeof their standard
in the provinces enormouscrowds have upon thousands,ten thousandtimes ten
purity and strength.
gathered to hear the eloquent American tbousanl, one hundred and forty and
CHICAGO MEDICAL CLINIC.
preacher.The great bhoreditch Taber- four thousand, and thousands of thouDu. Phillip Sattlkb,President. nacle in the east of London, where Rev. sands, until I put down the field glass
lam
W. Cuff preaches,was thronged almost and say, “I cannot estimate it— a great
to suffocation, and the large Congrega- multitude that no man con number."
W« can therefore confidently offer to the public Two Great Remedies of tional church in the Hackney district You may tax your imagination and
could not hold half the people who tried torture your ingenuity and break down
the Chicago Medical Clinic.
to get into it, though it was on a Mon- your powers of calculation in attempt- the midst of all their anguish, crying j i*1* “Christ,the fountain m the midst of
,
day evening that Dr. Talmage preached ing to express the multitudes of the re- out, “O God!” But hark now to the the wilderness."
there. Outside London the eagernessto leased from earth and the enraptured of h'lout of the delivered captives, as they i My friends, will you join that anthem?
The Clinic Sarsaparilla is a valuable remedy for all diseases arising from impure | ‘iir him lias been quite as intense.
heaven, and talk of hundreds of hun- lift their arms ffom the shackles and j Shall we make rehearsal this morning,
blood such as Pimples, Boils, Carbuncles, Pustules, Scald Head, Running Sores and Ulcers,
In Liverpool, Manchester,Notting- dreds of hundreds, of thousands of thou* they cry out,' “Free! free!" They look ! If we cannot sing that song on earth
Scrofula and SyphiliticAffection,Cancerous Tumors,Ring Worm, Eczema, Tumors andali
ham, Crewe and Hanley no church lands of thousands, of millions of mil- back upon all the trials through which we will not he able to sing it in heaven,
heriditary blood taint whatsoever. Hy its cleansiugand tonic properties it impartsnew
could
be found large chough to accom- lions of inUTionsTuiitil your head aches they have passed,the battles they have ’ Can it lie that our good friends ru that
life and vigor. It removes the tired,listless feeling with a loss of Interest in usual
modate the audiences,and Dr. Talmage and your heart faints, and exhausted fought, the burdens they carried, the land will walk all through that great
work. Its restorative qualities impart increasedappetite and energy.
preached in the halls in which the great fid overburdened you exclaim, “I can- misrepresentationsthey suffered,and Ihrong of which I speak looking for us
ill they come
A
political conventions uro held, and the not count them— a great multitude that because they are deliveredfrom all these , and not finding
they stand More God waving their down to the gate and ask if we have
no man can number."
1 am pleased to let the public know of the remarkable cure effected inmyCaM. I had scrofulous capacity of these was tested to the ut*
taiut of the blood from childhood.Finally, an ulcer commenced on my nose, tiavitiuall the
But my subject advances, and tells palms. They come to the feet of Christ, passed through, and not find us reported
most. Since his arrival he has preached
appearancoa of a moat inalUinautcancer.The appearance of the sore was most formidable and 1
was in Kreat aimny a id despair us 1 contemplated th e pro»:res. of this malnfiuintdisease. 1 was seven times each week. The sermon se- you of their antecedents,“of all nations and they look up into his face, and they , as having come? Will they look through
induced to try the Clinic Sarsaparillaand at once noticeda chamrefor the better.It appeared to lected for publicationthis week is from and kindreds and tongues."Some of remember his sorrows,and they remem- the foliosof eternal fight and fir our
noutralitethe poison in the blood and the growth of the nicer ceased.From the liottoni of the
her his pain, and they remember his names unrecorded?Is all his a reprecarity new (lean began to form, the diseasedtissues seemed to loosen and the natural flesh to take the text, Revelationvii, 9, 10, “After this them spoke Scotch, Irish, German, Engits place. No part of the diseasenow remains. My health, which had Isroino much affected,
groans, and they say: “Why, I was sentation of a land we shall never see,
lish,
Italian,
Spanish,
Tamil,
Choctaw,
I beheld, and lo! a great multitude Which
improved, my blood appeared to become rimewed ami I am botter^thanfor man-years.
no man could number, of all nationsand Burmese. After men have been long in saved by that Christ. He pardonedmy of a song we shall never sing?
1909 Wabash Avenue, Chicago,
myj ----sorrows,"
and stand•
kindreds and people and tongues, stood the land you can tell by their accentua- sins, he soothed —
Antidote for Mercurial l*oi»oiiiug.
before the throne,and before the Lamb, tion from what nationalitythey came, ing there they shall he exultant,waving
and
I
suppose
in
the
great
throng
around
their
palms.
Employees
in certain departments of
clothed with white robes, and palms in
incandescent lamp factories,and in
NO
MOKE
TOIL OK BOBKOW.
their hands, and cried with a loud voice, the throne it will not be difficultto tell
has made many cures that are astonishing.We cannot too strongly advise those who
from what part of the earth they came.
That hand once held the implement of other industries in which mercury is exare suffering from incipient Bright'sDisease and Diabetis,Lumbago, Female Weakness, saying, Salvation to our God which
OATHKBED OUT OF ALL NATIONS.
toil or wielded the sword of war, but tensively employed, will rejoicein the
constant Back Ache, incontenenceof urine, usuallycommon with old age, derangement sittethupon the throne, and unto the
These reaped Sicilian wheat fields and row it plucks down branchesfrom the discovery of an effectiveantidote for
of the kidneys, as indicated by a brick-dust-Jike deposit in the urine, and Gravel to take Lamb.”
It is impossibleto come in contact with those picked cotton from the pods. tree of life as they stand before the mercury poisoning. Mercury and its
the Clinic Kidney Cure.
anything grand or beautiful in art, These under blisteringskies gathered throne waving their palms. Once he , compounds are universally known to
nature or religion without being profited tamarinds and yams. Those crossed was a pilgrim on earth; he crunched the have a most injurious influenceon the
Mr. G^A. StiUsom a merchant of Tampico, 111., write*, August 10th. 1891 :
and elevated. We go into the art gal- the desert on camels, and those glanced hard crusts— he walked the weary way; ! human system, and the shake, the shortMBgStlbiiehYour Kidney Cure is meeting with wonderful success.It has cured some cases lery and our soul meets the soul of the over the snow, drawn by Siberiandogs, but it is all gone now; the sin gone, the j ness of breath,the sickening pallor, the
here that physicianspronouncedincurable. I, myself,can testify to its merits. My face to-day painter, and we hear the hum of his and these milked the goats far up on weariness gone, the sickness gone, the listlessnessand seraistupefactionof
is a living pictureof health, and your Kidney curebas made it such. I had sufferedtwenty-seven
years with the disease, and to-day I fefel ten years younger than I did one year ago. I can obta*" forests and the clash of his conflicts and the Swiss crags. These fought the wal- sorrow gone. As Christ stands up be- 1 operators who are daily subjected to its
some wonderful certificates of its medical Qualities.
see the cloud blossoming of the sky and rus and white bear in regionsof ever- fore the great array of the saved and re- fumes are sadly familiar to those conthe foam blossoming of the ocean, and lasting snow, and those heard the song counts his victoriesit will be like the nected with the pumprooms of lamp
The above Remedies are for sale by the following- first-class firms: we come out from the gallery better of fiery winged birds in African thick- rocking and tossing of a forest in a tem- factories.Much has been done to im-
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SUFFERED TWENTY-SEVEN YEARS.

men than when we went in. We go ets. They were white. They were
into the concert of music and are lifted

Dr. F. J. Schouten, Holland.

P. Mulder, Graafschap.

Van

J. Meijering,Noordeloos.

into enchantment;for days after our
soul seems to rock with a very tumult
of joy, as the sea, after a long stress of
F. Riemsma, Borculo.
A. Purchase, South Blendon.
weather, rolls and rocks and surges a
great while before it comes back to its
Begem an & Otto, Bauer.
Wm. Karsten, Beaverdam.
ordinary calm.
L. M. Wolf, Hudson ville.
On the same principleit is profitable
H. Bakker & Son, Drenthe.
to think of heaven, and look off upon
Henry K. Lanning, Gitchel.
Geo. Schichtel, Salem.
that landscajieof joy and light which
Wm. Borgman, Fillmore Centre. Adam Newell, Burnips Corners. St. John depicts—the rivers of gladness,
the trees of life, the thrones of power,
B. Voorhorst, Overisel.
the comminglingsof everlastinglove.
I- wish this morning that- 1 could brm#
heaven from the list of intangiblesand
make it seem to you as it really is— the
Accept no substitution from other dealers who may attempt to palm great fact in all history, the depot of all
ages, the parlor of God's universe.
off inierior or worthless concoctions in place of these

Bree & Son, Zeeland.

pest, as all the redeemed rise up, host prove the health of the w'orkmen by
black. They were red. They were cop- beyond host, rank beyond rank, waving means of ventilationand improved ma
per color. From all lands, from all ages. their
chinery and pumps, but still the evil
They were plunged into Austrian dunMy subject makes another advance- exists to a serious extent, blight cases
geons. They passed through Spanish ment, and speaks of the song they sing. are usuallyand quicklycured by change
inquisitions.They were confined in
Dr. Dick, in a very learned work, of air or of work, but if not taken in
London Tower. They fought with says that among other things in heaven time the trouble may end fatally. It is
beasts in the amphitheater.They were
he thinks they will give a great deal of not always, however, that a workman
Moravians. They were Waldenses. time to the study of arithmeticand the can afford to take change of air or turn
They were Albigenses. They were higher branches of mathematics. I do his hand to a new employment, and here
Scotch Covenanters.They were Sand- not believe it. It would upset my idea the new remedy comes in.
wich Islanders.
gome four years ago on© of the partof heaven if I thought so; I never liked
In this world men prefer different mathematics; and I would rather take ners in a large Parisian incandescent
lamp
manufacturingfirm became ealikinds of government.The United States lue
iuj text,
icai,, which
nuu.ii ut1- ----....
the rt*pre»*iuuniuji
representationut
of my
de- ---

palms.

____

want-

ti

-rejmbbe.-- -Tko
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ment needs

to be a constitutionalmon- ing joyful pealmody. "They cried with cury pumps, and he cured himself comarchy. Austria wants absolutism.But a loud voice, saying, Salvationunto our pletely by means of small doses of iodide
when they come up from earth from God.” In this world we have secular of potassium dissolvedin milk. Henext
different nationalitiesthey will prefer songs, nursery songs, boatmen’s songs, administered similar doses to some
one great monarchy— King Jesus ruler harvest songs, sentimentalsongs; but in workmen in his lamp factory, who were
THE HEAVENLY CONGREGATION.
This account in my text gives a pic- over it. And if that monarchy were dis- heaven we will have taste for only one sufferingfrom mercury poisoning, and
splendid medicines.
ture of heaven as it is on a holiday. banded and it were submitted to all the song, and that will be the song of salya- they quickly and completely recovered,
Now if liman came to New York for hosts of heaven who should rule, then tion from an eternal death to an eternal In his present factory, into which be
the first time on the day that Kossuth by the unanimous suffrages of all the heaven through the blood of the Lamb moved a year ago, there has not been a
arrived from Hungary, and he saw the redeemed Christ would become the pres- that was
single case of fialiva^0“,aund ,th'8 J;x:
arches lifted,and the flowers flung in ident of the whole universe. Magna
I see a soul coming up to join the re- , emption is attnbutedto the fact that
the streets, and he heard the guns boom- Chartas, bills of right, houses of bur- deemed iu heaven. As it goes through doses of the iodide haye
continuing, he would have been very foolish to gesses, triumvirates,congresses,parlia- the gates the old friends of that spirit ously administered to the workmen,
suppose that that was the ordinary ap- ment-nothing in the presence of come around it and say, “What shall Men from other factorieshave been
pearance of the city. While heaven is Christ’s scepter swaying over all the we sing?” and the newly arrived soul tilken ou who 00 entering exhibited the
always grand and always lieautiful,I people who have entered upon that great says, “Sing salvation;” and after awhile characteristicsigns of mercury poisonthink my text speaks of a gala day ii glory. Oh! can you imagine it? What an earthlydesjiotismfalls and a scepter ing. and who recovered forthwith. The
C. BLOM, SR., Prop’r.
a strangecomminglingof tastes, of hisdaily dose supplied by the firm to each
heaven.
of iniquity is snapped, and churches are
•J
tories,of nationalities, “of all nations
man is .25 gram of the crystallized
It is a time of great celebration—perbuilt where once there were superstihaps of the birth or the resurrectionof and kindreds and people and tongues." tious mosques, and angel cries to angel, salt, dissolved in about 400 cubic cenMy subject advances, and tells you of “Let us sing," and the answer is. “What timeters of milk.— St. Louis GlobeJesus, perhaps of the downfallof some
,,E
despotism,perhaps because of the rush- the dress of those in heaven. The ob- shall we sing?" and another voice says, Democrat.
ing in of the millennium. 1 know not ject of dress in this world is not only to “Let us sing salvation.” And after
What h Tarpon Can 1>*>.
|
At the following prices :
what, but it does seem to me in reading veil the body, but to adorn it. The God awhile all the church on earth will rush
As the steamtug Mollie Mohr was
this passage as if it were a holiday in who dresses up the spring morning with into the outspread arms of the church of
heaven: “After this I beheld, amj^p! a blue ribbon of sky around the brow and heaven, and while the righteousare as- coming up the river from the jetties she
great multitude which no man could earrings of dewdrops hung from tree cending and the world is burning and ran through a school of tarpon about
Per
number, of all nations and kindreds and branch and mantle of crimson cloud all things are being wound up, the ques- half a mile below the city. Three of
people and tongues, stood before the flung over the shoulder and the violetted tion will be asked, “What shall we these huge fish leaped clear across the
throne, and before the Lamb, clothed slippers of the grass for her feet— I know sing?" and there will be a voice “like tug’s forward deck, one of them narwith white robes, and palms in their that God does not despise beautiful ap- the voice of many waters,like the voice rowly missing Tom Rous’ head; the sechands, and cried with a loud voice, say- parel. Well, what shall we wear in of mighty thunderings,” that will re- ond struck the cabin, near where Capof
kinds I Single Bottles not
tain Marshall and a fireman were standing, Salvationto our God which sitteth heaven? “I saw a great multitude spond, “.Sing salvation."
ing, and made a dent as large as a man’s
clothedin white robes." It is white! In
IN
upon the throne,and unto the Lamb.”
In this world we have plaintivesongs
this world we had sometimes to have on
I shall speak to you of the glorified in
—songs tremulouswith sorrow, songs fist in the hard wood. The third struck
heaven— their number, their antece- working apparel. Bright and lustrous dirgeful for the dead; but in heaven and lient an iron drift bolt half an inch
dents, their dress, their symbols and garmentswould he ridiculously out of there will be no sighing of winds, no in diameter, and glancing off hit Wiltheir song. But how shall I begin by place swelteringamid forges, or mixing wailing of anguish, no weeping sym- liam Schunfieldbetween the shoulders,
telling you of the numbers of those in paints, or plasteringceilings, or binding phony. The tamest song will be hal- knockinghim senseless; in fact, it was
thought for a time he had been killed,
heaven? I have seen a curious estimate books.
leluiah—the dullest tune a triumphal
GOOD
pel
by an ingenious man who calculates In this world we must have the work- march. Joy among the chofrubim! Joy and it will he some time before he will
AND LOW DEICES,
how long the world was going to last, ing day apparel sometimes, and we care among the seraphim! Joy among the lie able to resume work. Captain Marshall says the river for a considerable
1 Free delivery inside city limits. and how many people there are in each
not how coarse it is. It is appropriate;
ransomed! Joy forever!
generation,and then sums up the whole but when all the toil of earth is pant
On earth the music iu churchesis distance’ was alive with these silver
matter, and says lie thinks there will be and there is no more drudgery and no often poor, because there is no interest kings, leaping around as if all the tari First door north, of Rosebud
Sample twenty-seven trillionsof souls in glory. ____
more weariness,we shall stand before in it or because there is no harmony. pon family had concludedto celebrate
nineteen feet of water on the Brazoe
I have no faith iu his estimate. 1 aim- , the throne robed in white. On earth
Some would not sing, some could not
Tenth
Holland, Mich.
Rlver street’Holland’ Mich*
bar.— Houston Post.
ply take the plain announcementof the j we sometimes had to wear mourning
sing, some sang too high, some sang too
text— it is “a great multitude,which no 1 apparel— black scarf for the arm, black low, some sang by fits and starts, but in
Hooks In Kal««<l Type for the BUimI.
man can
i veil for the face, black gloves for the
the great audience of the redeemed on
Last year alone the British and ForEvery few years iu this country we bauds, black band for the hat. Abra- high all voices will be accordant,and
take a census of the population,and it ham mourning for Sarah; Isaac mourn- the man who on earth could not tell a eign Blind association embossed 8,500
is very easy to tell how many people ing for Rebecca; Rachel mourning for plantatiou ------melody
from the “Dead books in English, French, German,
.
1 B
DRY GOODS STORE.
there are in a city or a nation; but who her children:David mourningfor Absa- i March in Saul" will lift an anthem that Latin, Greek and other languages for
About 250
lorn; Mary mourning for Lazarus.
Lazarus. th. Memlel6hohn8au,i Beethovensand the use of blind readers.
rei
shall give the census of the great nation lom;
of earth never imagined, seeing volunteersare, we are informed,
of the saved? It is quite easy to tell how Every second of every minute of every ,
many people there are in different de- hour of every day a heart
;
may gtand tbrough all eternity engaged in writingoi^the first copies of
nominations of Christians—bow many
the besukhection.
and listen and there will not be one dis- books in Braille for this association, and
Baptists and Methodists and Ejiiscopa- ; The earth from zone to zone and from ,
ju
. Jl|lthem
great
anthem that
that Iorever
forever seventy paid blind writers are employed
Cor. of Eighth St. ami First Avonue. Ludm and Gentlemen, Diem* Jkxtotra lians and Presbyterians;of all the de- ' pole to pole is cleft with sepulchral rent, cord in that .Mi
the great
of God.
Go(i. in making copies. Besidesthese, the asrent heart
heart of
j Glance on This:
nominationsof Christians we could I and the earth can easily afford to bloom i It
not
it will n(,t ^ a dneti sociation continues to publish its two
twill not lie a duet,
make an
I and blossom when it is so rich with I it
not bo a qujntet|
bnt an
an injn
magazines for the blind, Progress,startuintet, but
Suppose they were gathered in
one | moldering «*v.
life. Graves! graves! graves!
ouyjA/ov
... w«>
T,' numerable host before
the throne, cry*
cry- ed by the late Dr. T. R. Armitage in
•e the
great audience room, how overwhelm-i But when these bereavements have all
-.salvation unto our
our God aud
and unto
unto 1881. aud Playtime, a magazine iu uu., They
contracted liramc
xor children,
cuuureu, wmeu
A convenient and pretty house with Would respectfullyannounce to the ing the spectacle! But it would give no passed, and there are no more graves to tbe’Lamb
Braille for
which
the Lamb,"
They crowd
crowd all
all the
the temtern- coutracted
idea of the great audience room of dig, and no more coffins to make, and i
tb ' bend over the battlements, made its first appearance last summer,
ladies of Holland and vicinity,
a nice lot at a good figure. Inquire at
heaven-themultitudes that bow down ; Uo more sorrow to suffer, we shall pull |h ’ ^ ^ tbe beighrHanj dei)ths and -London News,
that his
and that lift up their hosannas. Why, | off this mourning am! be robed in white. ! ,en th8 and i)rea(iti,8of heaven with
premisesor address P. O. Box 583
The Fierce TortoloeShell.
they come from all the chapels, from all 1 see a soul going right up from all this their hosannas.
Holland, Mich.
the cathedrals,from all sects, from all scene of sin and troubleinto glory. I
Sometimes the flesh of the tortoise
THE
DIVINE
GLORY.
Are at hand and just opened.
ages. They who prayed in splendid seem to hear him say:
When people were taken into the Tem- shell turtle is eaten, but it is not good
Light Evening Shoes and Novelties in liturgy, and those who in broken sen1 Journey forth rejoicing
for much. There are two species—the
ple of Diana it was such a brilliant room
Dress goods and Trimmings.
From this dark vale of tears
tences uttered the wish of broken hearts
“tortoiseshell" and the “hawksbill”—
that
they
were
always
put
on
their
To heavenly Joy and freedom,
—from Grace church and Bailors’ Bethel,
with not much difference between them.
New Spring Ties.
From earthly care and fears.
guard. Some people had lost their eight
from under the shaiieless rafters and
Although their diet is a vegetable one,
STEAM LAUNDRY,
New Spring Hose.
by just lookiug on the brilliancy of that
When Christ my Jx»rd shall gather
from under high sprung arch— “a great
they are much more fierce than the carNew Spring Gloves.
room, and so the janitor when he brought
All his redeemed again.
Opp. Ottawa Furniture Factory.
multitude that no man can number.”
nivorous loggerhead.They bite very
His kingdom to inherita stranger to the door and let him in
New Line of Umbrellas.
THE ARMY OF THE REDEEMED.
Good night till then.
severely,and those who catch them
The latest improved machineryfor the
would
always
charge
him,
“Take
heed
New Stock of Handkerchiefs.
One of the most impressive things I
sometimes,receive very painful wounds.
accomplishing of
1 hear my Saviour calling;
of your eyes."
New Table' Linens.
have looked upon is an army. Standing
—Interview'in Washington Star.
The Joyful hour has come;
Oh! when I think of the song that goes
Napkins and a large stock of under- upon a hillside you see forty thousand
The angel guards are ready
up
around
the throne of God, so jubiTo guide me to our home.
wear and all the 10.000 things that go or fifty thousand men pass along. *You
Chssp Enough, Certainly.
lant, many voiced, multitudinous,I feel
Ladies’ wearing apparel, Pillow Shams
When Christ our I/ml shall galhsr
; to make up a
first-class stock of Dry can hardly imagine the impression if
“I
felt
so cheap during the ceremony,"
like saying, "Take heed of your ears.”
Lace Curtains. Family Washings,
All his redeemed again.
Goods. Prices on everything the most you have not actuallyfelt it. But you
It
is so loud a soug. It is so blessed an confessedthe bride to her dearestfrie* *.
His kingdom to Inheritdone promptly.
may take all the annies that tbe earth
“Why, my dea:':"
reasonable possible. Please give us a
anthem. They sing a rock song, saying.
Good night till then.
has ever seen— the legions under Sen“Because pa gave me away."— Detroit
| “Who is he that sheltered us in the wilGoods culled for and delinred.
call and nee for yourselves.
My subjectadvances, and tells you of
nacherib and Cyrus and C'EPsar,Xerxes
derness, and shadowed us in a weary Free Press.
H. E. WERKMAN,
the
symbols
they
carry.
If my text had
and Alexanderand Napoleon, au0 all
Call and see us and get prices.
! River St.. Holland. Mich.
N. MOOSE, Proprietor.
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(See same report, p. 319.)
J. M. W. Jones. March 29, 1882:
senate adjourned.
For 3 dot pockelknlves..................
e7 0C
The house devoted the day to the con..................
WOO
sideration of conference reports, those on For 2
..................
.................. j® 00
the postofliceand individual pension ap- For \i
For 3 8-12 doz. pocket books
............ 6<
propriationhills and the Arizona fundSee report for 1882.pave 3)6.
ing being agreed to. The report on the J. M. Jones,December27, 1882:
naval and the legislative appropriation
doz. knives .........................tU 00
9 00
bills were disagreedto and new confer9 00
ences were ordered. The committee ou
7 60
pocketbooks ......
10 00
rules decided to report a resolution setting
12 00
aside next Wednesday and Thursday for
7 50
the consideration of the silverbill.
6 75
9 00
Washington, July 12.— The senate had
9 W)
3 75
a field day of oratory yesterday,a two
8 00
hours and a half speech by Washburne on
3 75
coin purses...
the anti-optiou bUJ and three hours of the j. m. Jones, March 28, 1883:
liveliest kind of discussion on the Sunday For i doz. pocketkuives ••* ••••••••••••••

fgffc'

-

.

to

KUITE BRO’S,

No.

I
2.

eohaumers

Extra Choice Meats of All Kinds!

12.

*»
w

FOR THE CAMPAIGN.

...

THE GRAND RAPIDS

DEMOCRAT

Now on hand and

^

|

'

Was

76
00
60
76
50
25
00
DC
00
25

MILLINERY!

At
Ji«

a*
fa

ju
cc

YOU

p»

a!
fa

m

“

member*
Not 8o Easy.
so far elected are, 218 Conservatives Gus De Smith— I was in a saloon.
and 32 Liberal-Unionists,
making 245
Gilhooly — What were you doing
for tbe opposition to home rule.
date, be"I was trying to borrow five dollars
sides thirty-fiveIrish nationalists and five
ParnelSites.The Liberal net gains, in- from Muse Shaumburg."
"And that took you from two to live
cludingyesterday, are thirty-seven.The
Midlothianelection took place yesterday, o’clock?”
"Just you go and try to borrow five
but the returns will not be known until

prices.

Mrs. M. Bertsch,

to

Eighth Street, Holland. J4Olrla Wanted

Two girl* wanted at the* Holland City
Laundry.
Good wage* paid.
from Mow; Shavmberg."-Texas

some time today. Gladstone is running dollars
in this district.
Siftings

_

w

Dated,June 29, 1892.

FOR

THE BEST
”

OUR

and

“DAISY”

BRANDS.

!

WHITER BREAD

!

BETTER BREAD!

THAN ANY OTHER FLOUR MADE.
Grits” are the choicest cereal food for a Breakfast or
dish. Recipes for cooking printed on every package.
Ask your grocer or flour dealer for them.

July

Corner River and

Fifth Street.

WILL YOU GIVE US YOUR ATTENTION

12.

MOMENT?

JUST A

WE ARE MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN

&

JTKL2^'

WEST MICHIGAN

And make

65

2.16 *12.85a.m.
+7.80
Muskegon ..... *5.30 9.86 12.46 ri.00 10.00
Allegan
lo.uu 2.20
Pentwater......
0.00
Ludlngtou ..... 6.10 12
4.W)
Traverse City.. 6. 10
4.20
Dig Rapid* ..... 5.30
4.20

........

it

RY.

TRAINS LEAVE HOLLAND.
A.M. A, M. P.M. P.M. P.M.
Grand Rapid* *5.10 9.35 12.80 4.20 9.56
9

Wagons ^Carriages

5.30

30

12.30

12.46

IF

a point to have the best material
them as close as possible.

in

them and

sell

YOU ARE GOING TO BUILD
WE CAN FURNISH YOU

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLES,

From G'd Rapid*. 9.55
7.23 *12.20
From Chicago ..... 6.00 12.30 9.60 4.20 p. m.
From Muskegon... lono 12.16 2.90 *11.40
From Allegan ......
«.oo a.m.
From Ludfngton
2.10 12.20
From Traverse
12.20 2 10
From Dig Rapid*.. 12.16 *11.40

SASH AND DOORS

.
City

AS LOW AS ANYONE.

.

the aid of the Irish vote. The

Liberals number 187 up

8:00 p. x.

WANT

9.30

1

jectiou, was laid over. No
was reachedas to the Sunday
the World’s
1 Average price of pocketbooks, walThe subject under discussionin the lets (coin bags and purses not included),
house was a constitutional amendment tc (i,7o. The highest price for a single
elect senators by a direct vote of tbe peo- 1 pocketbook, (6.
pie. Tbe debate was entirely technical,
The average taxpayer whittles
and but little attention was paid to the kindlerswith a two-tbhilling jackknife,
questionby the members. The Republihalf tariff at that, to btart a lire at five
cans by filibusteringsucceededin prevent,
in the morning that he may put in a full
ing a vote on tbe bill. Recess was taken
day
at seventy-five cents to 11.25. The
to 8 p. m. for a pensions session, but uc
average state officerand clerk receives
pensionbills were passed.
from (1,000 to (2,000 a year, works six A new line of Hats, Flats, and
Gladstone'sCallingJs Sure.
or seven hours a day, and the republic- Flowers just received and offLondon, July 18.— The results at a late an party made the people pay for his
ered at low figures.
hour last night leave the Liberals certain pocketbook in which to carry off his
of a small majorityin parliamentwith half-earnedsalary.
All Trimmed Goods at reduced

The

5.

ASK

2.16

,

there?

7:15 p. x.

3:15 tv X.
5:00 r. x.

TRAINS ARRIVE AT HOLLAND.
A.M, P.M. P.M, P.M. A.M.

t01u| tor pockelknlves................... 6862 14
Total for pocketbooks ond purses ........ 210 33
conclusion Average price of knives ..................
184
closing of ; Highest
................
4 50

A)

CHICAGO
For
For
For
For
For
For

.

C*

5.

4.

8.

Pork— Steady; old most, (1L76@12.75. J^ard—
Steady; August, (7.42;September. (7.62.
Live stock: Cattlc-Notrading in beeves;
dressed beef, steady; native »ldes,7}4@8}4c
per
lb. Sheep and Lambs-Marketelow; shoep,
(5.75 per 100 lbs; lamb*, (3.60@7.75. Hogs—
Market weak; live hogs, (6.10@6.2>j per 100 lbs.

For

•

fair.

No.

No.
No.
No.

THE WALSH-DE ROO MILLING CO.

For Chicago ........

.......

"

4:(0 r. u.

WHEN

Summer

war.
Washington, July 13.— The senate yesterday had a brief silver debate and c Charles N. Ayers, March 25. April 28, June 24,
1885,
test vote on the anti-option bill. On mo- For ?4doz. wallets .......
..... ..... (I9 60
“ 1 doz. purses..
4 36
tion of Washburn, by a decisive vote of
“ 6 knives .......... ................
..... 27 00
33 to 15 (which really was 34 to 14, as Haw“ I doz. knives.......................... 24 00
“ 6 knives ................................10 0C
iey voted nay by mistake), the senatt
See report of board of state auditors
agreed to take up the anti-option bill. Tbt
bill was subsequently sent back to Hu for the year ending September 18, 1885,
calendar. Voorbees introduced a labor ar- j pages 4‘25, 436, 427, 428, 430, 431, 432:
titration resolution indirectlyreferring tc
the Homestead troubles which, under ob-

1:15 r. x.

4.

CHICAGO

DETROIT

Spring and

ffisiisla.

8.

1

knives, 16068 0(35.60.......... 17
knives, 3968m 512 ............. 7
knives,11978 1(22.76.......... 45
knives,11977to I22..6 .......... 22
4C
23
87
41
knives,18401 .................. 18
knives,15405 ..................
.. 19
1

No.
No.

On Sundays the boat leave* Holland at 2 r. x.
returningleave* MacatawaPark at 6 p. x.
HOLLAND STEAMBOAT CO.,
E. C, Webtebyelt,President.

other vegeta23-4

"

|

the eleventh census. Hills were also passed
to construct a bridge across the Missouri
river at Omaha, and to pay the First
Methodist church of Jackson, Tenu.,1
(4,050 for its use as a hospital during th(

11:15 a. x.

N.

EXCURSIONS

bles in season.

the first to announce the nomina
Milwaukee.
tion of Cleveland for president and for
Milwaukee, July 12.
Western and Northern Michigan peo- Wheat-Cashand July, 72J4c; September,
ple it is the first to present the earn 72J4c. Barley-No. 2, 58c; September,03J4c;
paign and current news of the day.
October, 02c bid. Bye-No. 1, 74c; No. 2, 72
073c. Oats— No. 2 white. 3194c; No. 2 white,
3u94c. Corn-No. 3, 44040c; No. 4, 38040c;
and
ow grades. 280^Oc. Flax-Cafch, (1.01; Seppapers publish early editions for state tember. (LOIR.
^ circulationwhich do not contain the
Toledo.
late dispatches.
Toledo, July 12.
closing proviso of the World’s fair appro j. m. Jones. May 31, 1893. ..................
Wheat-Cash.fWJ4c; July, 79>4c; August,
prifttion in the sundry civil bill. Without Yor 4 doz. pockelknlves .................. 18 00 SUBSCRIBE FOR THE DEMOCRAT
78J4c; September, 78%c. Corn- July, 49c.
reaching a vote on the question or doing
n q{ board' of 'state' auditors through the presidentialcampaign and Oats— Nominal.
more than to elicit a strongly marked
un ikrs secure the full associated newsservice
Detroit.
diversity of views the senate adjourned. for th® *y,eaf ® i
0’
’
from four to twenty-four hours in adDetroit, July 12.
The house proceedings were devoid of Pag«8 808. 864, 36o. 808 and 809.
vance of other papers.
Wheat— No. 2 red ca*h, Wc; July, 79}6c;
Interest,as it was District day and no leg..... «31 76
August, 78J4o;No. 1 white cash, 80}4c. Corn
islatioawas accomplishedfor the capital .. doz. gentlemen s pocketbooks.
-No. 2 cash, 46c asked. Oats— No. 2 cash
21 60
7 60
of the nation. An appropriation of (250,*
3 card cases.
OMa
9
25
1*4 doz. coin burs
000 was made for printing the reportsol
I' *• io—immmUM

^

8:30 a. x.

I.

Given on Lake Michigan on pleasantday*, leaving Park at 2 P. x.
A pleasantexcurrion from the Reiorta to Holland oan be hud every afternoon, leaving Park
and Beach at 3:15 and returning arrive at the
Resortsat 4:45 p. x^

CELERY

Wheat-No. 2 red winter cash, 88c; July,
K%c; August, 8-J6c; September, 8394c CornNo. 2 mixed cut-h, 55c; July, ft^c*. August,
63)4c; September,6‘J4c. Oats-Weak;No.
2 mixed cash, 35c. live— Unsettled and lower; 76079c In car lota. Barley— Unchanged.

For

No.

DAILY, EXCEPT SUNDAYS.

MEATS. POULTRY,
BONELESS HAM,
BREAKFAST BACON.

“SUNLIGHT

New York.
New York,

••
doz.
doz. “

g

SAUSAGES,

LEAVE
PARK DOCK

JJliJEJ)

ehippiuglota
Cattle- Market fairly active on local and
thippiug jti'coynt;prices steady; quotations
ranged at |5.»>tp5.7<ichoice to extra shipping
steers. (4.75®5.0 good to choice do. (4.360,
1.70 fair Ut gojd, (i 750>A3U common to medium do, |3.t4,0.4.lO butchers’ steers, (2.65®
3.70 atockers,$'.*.:)0®4£5 Texas steers (3.300,
3.W feeds' 8/ (1.76®&60 cows. (2.000,3.75bulls
aad (8.600,4.76 veal calves.
Kheep-Market fairly active and prices 50,
10c higher;quotations range 1 at (4.3505.30per
Our
100 Iba webtern, (4.3 00.2) natives, (J.7005.00
Dessert
Texas, and |5.U0,7.OO lamb*.
Produce: Butter-Fancyseparator, 20c;
dairies, fancy, fresh, 16017c. Kggs-13c per
doz, loss off. Live poultry -He .8, 12c per lb:
spring chickens. 17c; roosters. 6c; spring
ducks, 1 ©12}4c; turkeys, mixed, 9010c. Potatoes—Burbanks, 40c per bu; Hebron*,300
36c; Tenneskc, Bose. (2.3502.50 per bbL
btrawberrifci-ilicbtgau,
(1.2601.75)«r 16-qt
case. Kaspberrlea— Red. |1.5,u.2.U|Jper 24-pt;
black, per (1.76 l.-qt: (2.25 16^t case. Blackber*
rie8-(2.OO03.OO
iier 24-qt case.

ForSdor.

.
1

VEAL,

1802.

OOtSO IT.

7:30 a. m.
10:16 A.

A.

The Steamer Hop* at Harrington * Landing
and Jenikon Hark, on Mgnal. on trip* No*. 1,2. 4
and 5 going down, and on trip* No*. 1,2 and 4
going up. The steamer will stop on her way to
the resort* at King * dock and CentralPark when
signalled.

ItOASTS, STEAKS,
MUTTONS,

CARD SEASON

tfoj.voDOWN.

River Street, Holland. No.

AW

AC AT

LEAVE
HOLLAND DOCK

‘•te

FORKS,

31

»

“Wheat

24.542...........6
5 50

baJreJtovU page

....................

8

TIME

--

OF

MORE BREAD

As old stock is now

.

».

ton

sales ranged ut 5I.9J0A75 pigs, (6600
6.00 light, fi«)®6.70rough packing.(5.600)
6.95 mixed, an i (5.752,6.00 heavy pacxlng and

i?^a,*W"'*** ..........540

*•

per

atreet*.

Meat Market STMR.
-

w
*
^

ojiened4796c, closed 47c. Oats- July, opened
29UC, closed 2106'.'; August,opened 9*, closed
2944c; September,ope tied 30c, closed 29J£c. Pork
-July, opened (11.8214,closed f 1L9794; September, opened (11.97)4.closed (ll.l-H: January, opened (13.20,close-1 (13.35. Lard—
July, ojieued|7.17tfc, closed(7.2Z}4Live block -Price* at tta Urtcn SVyJc
yards today ranged as follow*:Hogs-Market
active on packing and shipping account, and
feeling rather firm; prices 50.10c higher;

AT SUCH PRICES

•

y-

Gael)

MAUDS, M. D. Officeover FI rat State
bank, office hour*.9 to 10 a. x.. 3 to 5 and
r. n. Betldeuce,corner Flair and Eighth

A.

7 to

1

®H

Chicago, July

to sell at

sdHny

T

...........04 to .06

.

Followingwere the quotationson the
board of trade today: Wheat -July, opened
77c, closed 7<b4c; September,opened 76Rc,
clobeJ 76c; December, opened Tt^c, closed
7856c. Corn- July, opened 48)4c. closed 48^c;
September,opened 4Hc. closed 47}<c; October,

New Goods

ready- to

^

V

.

i»er lb ........

Chicago.

f,5 w', ami No. 672,

............................
21 75

Juitlceof the Peace. KoUry
Publicand Penriou Claim Agent, River St.,
near Tenth.

-THE-

.

LOW FIGURES

13 17

........

fTtAIRHANKSL,

|

Meal, bolted. 3.00 per barrel.
Middling*,.85 per hundred. 16.00 per ton.
ilran, .75 per
i'c* •luii'wv..,
hundred, U.oo i-v.
per ton.
Linseed Meal, 1.40 per hundred.

atfli (Ke-

•

..

eerie*. Hat and Cap*. Hoot* and Shoe*, etc.,
Eighth Street, Oppoaite Schouten'a Drug Store.

:

FLOUR AND FEED.

»V#Na:
.

l)ry

IT

Sometiiing New! J:

Com

was sick, we gave her Castorla.

On hand

Capital (60.,
OO- Jacob Van Patten Sr.. PreMdent:W|u.Hch. Vice Pre*lde»t:C. \er Schure,
«3(W Cashier. General Hanking liuilne**.
il-

I

.

! 8«

............... ....

315)

|>er lb ........

Price

Only

TJOLLANDCITVSTATE HANK.

'

M-u-K-r.

All kinds of metal work done at the Hay. per ton, mixed. W, timothy ...........110.00
best rates at the Central Dental ParFlour, “Sunlight,** patent, per barrel ........ 6 20
lors
Flour* “ DaDy,” atralght, per barrel ..........4.M)
Ground Feed, 1.15 per hundred. *21.00 per ton.
Corn Meal, unbolted,1.10 per hundred, *20.00per

18.50

corner Elgblh and Flab Street*.

r> ami Cedar Street*.Hair Drewingpromptly
attended to.

too P. M.

......

.............
Mutton, dreaaed,per lb .................. 07 to os
Veal, per lb ..... ....................
.03to.0l

some gallery and see samples of his work

pocketbooks wli. No LacW:..

Office

OAUMGARTEL,W'.. TonaorlalParlor*, l.lghth

c. .1IIITTAIK.

..............................
w--

reared,

d

Payne the River Street artist makes
athishand- Soft Coal,

Oct. 2], 1892, so as not to interfere l4 dot eaCh nocketbooks. No. 160, st

the Columbian celebration
iced by the legislatureof New York
the former date. The balance of the
was devoted to the consideration of
undry civil nppropriationhill
making any great

lb

Pork, dre^M-d.

first-classphotographs. Call

she

store,

.......

Lard, per

Green Heaeb per cord ...............* ........ 1
Hard Coal, per ton ............................

When

at Law.

imt
ill,. (•*«)
’* j|

Turkey, live, per lb ............................ 07
Tallow,per lb .....
....................01

. ,

F.A,

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY,
AND SATURDAY,AT 9
L-.nr ivi n invr m
.
FARE, IN' LI DING Hl.lt
ROUND TRIP,

.....

- HAVING

i

..........

r.oo
A. M.
7
00 A.

LEAVE* < HICAUO roll HOUANU
O'Connor a Dock, foot Mich. Street

1

Wasiungtov, July 9.— The senate yes- not included, of 11.79. Here is the record:
‘h' d»“ of

100

•“

Pa.

Columbian j.jo (f0I.

te
....I'o

For pure Linseed Oils, Varnishes and
Price to conaumera.
painter’s supplies generally, go to Dr.
“ Van Putten's drug store. Hrushcs a Drj* lleacb, per coni ............. ...........Dry Hurd Muple, per cord ....; ...............2
specialty,cheap.

Baliy

TVIEKEMA, G. I.. Attorney
IJ over the FI rat Stale Hank.

M.

A\l) SATURDAY AT
ASD

...

.......................36

.....

WOOD AND COAL.

When

_

....

sundry civil
The total shows that 1802. 14 was spent When she became Miss, she dung to Castoria.
In the house the silver bill was referredfor p^.^etknives at an average cost of
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.
to the committee on coinage, weights, and | JJ
Think of that price per
measures, without opposition, the anti- 1
Taxpayeffyou who are conailveritesceasing to filibuster. The rest
a ‘iTw-ent iackknife. And
the session was consumed in thediscussioutent
j
14 50
and adoptionof a resolution regarding au some of them were purchased at HThe cheapest place to buy your milliinvestigation by the judiciary committee each. The mere statement is its own
nery is at Mrs. M. Bertsch.
of the Pinkertondetective forces and their commentary.
employmentby corporationsengaged in The republicanofficialsfound use for
interstate commerce, and especially the fo^.33 worth of pocketbooks, at an
trouble and riots at Homestead,
average expense, coin bags and purses

to

MeVBA,

Clerk.

Maiter.

Chleken*.dre*K-d.|*er lb.
........... - tJ*11
Chicken*,live, jierlb..........
..... C7 to .ok!
Turkey, dreaaed,per lb .....
........ 10 t" l-

'

84
•
of; ’

W*. 11.

JNO. II. t'AMPHLLL,

.

Pitcher’oCaotorla.

^

_

ITIUXEB BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

CHAS. MC VEA

®

Heef,

l

_

lll'SMANMl,'’T,IK'iK’cl“,hlt'''“'

...

bu ..................

per

'

i

Huckwbeat, perbo .............................
Rye, perbu .....................................,v>
CloverSee*!, per bu ...........................4 60
IIRKK. I’ORK, BTC.
Ham*. Mooked, per lb ....................0* to .<*
Shoulder*,moked, per lb ..... .........06 to .07

Children Cry for

-There was a very extensive. And ll‘« ^PP1^8 ‘J
on these two commodities, ouce^
the question of investigating the causes of should last for
h-irdwa^eor
th*. Hnmeateiul P riots and the employ- a stock larger than man} a hardware or
meut of the Pinkertons. The question a# stationeryhouse carries VJ^S Purc
to whether an investigation should he and at most exorbitant hguns. Look
orderedwas referredto the committee ou at the record given below, and verified
contingent expenses with a request that by referenceto the reports of the board
they report today. The balance of the day
0f Ktate auditors, by whom the bills
was devoted to the consideration of the wcre allowed.

spirited debate in the senate yesterday

.

j"0bu:
Harley,

the conference
the river and harbor bill. The Jieved that such gross and wast* ful t x
anti-silver coutiugeut succeeded In fill* travagances prevailed as an mvcstigabustering against the reference of the sil- lion (.xp()SeS. The present democratic
ver hill to the committee on coinage, administration is known of all to lie
weights and measures, and by dilatory jlonMt anj CC(,nomical. Even its cue-

^

r>r\
T0
Ottawa beach

THE SEW I'AaaEKOEH

GRAIN.

Come and see our new line of hatr
and Hats, larger ussortoentthan ever

on

bill.

.

A large stock of Toilet articlesand
^putlfcat'iXXinlstraUoM Perfumery always on hand at the drug
store of Ik Wm. Van PutU*n. These

^

n

UnbU

bu

j

Children pry for

goods we

‘"p1^

o

Twenty-four nicks for ono dollar.
Just think of it. then come down to our
store and Invest a dollar for a dozen
„ajr „f .eamicss smks.

HOLLAND

.

...........................

^

P-ri » MU okj”*1"*

'hl)

..

Eighth St., Holland.

i

"tIic

I

LOCAL MARKETS.

FOtUtOCk, |KT

££ bTuE

i

n

B08MAIIantHSuo^aod
intoin
Mrrehant Taih.rs and Hattewi
Hatters, ilw^bu
D<*n>, bu..........................
..... ? S*
He«n«,band |>l«ked. perbu

«r

the dedication of the \N orld s

n<’"'

“ "'”1

/w_i

C

nave .vw..ri

Public money* should be spent by
public officialswith the same regard for
economy as they exercise in their private expenditures. Indeed, a stricter
CONGRESSIONAL NEWS.
economy and more rigid scrupulousness
Work !»«*• U Bath ore demanded by every considerationof
Hoatot.
honor. For a position of trust exacts
Washinotok,July 7.-The last Rivstsp- Jliat evcrv inU.£«t of those who repose
propriation bill not yet sent to coufertncf
lrUHt*bt.yarded and footered. Ex-the sundry civil bill-wM rei>orUd nthe trava(r;inoeu-gets loose meUioda It
senate yesterday. Aldrich, on behalf of invU<£ JtnJ encourages laxity of »ubtbe Kepuhlhau majority,introduced a ( or(jln|4lefc |n jjne, when it penades
resolution to adjourn July 20. Among the ,v.„ nublic wndec, it decreases theelllbills pawed was oue incrrasluK the pension . * . of every branch of tlie service,

a

ut thy niver street photojfrapher took a

H1'''-'-

l

York.

WashinoTOX, July

t

MICHIGAN FRUIT LINK

the* rulnu of tho 185 foot
after it fell down? Davne

Vltary “» .d iiimi*.
tlntX'photos
't'""'!
'"'‘f™
for sale.
^
ilnJst work done

l*m-krt!»o«*k» for

ADLAI

port

r-

you

Did

chimn^v just

*U1)IKWC..\ve
I’rlcva I’hM lo Farmor*
Everyone ood the T**p»)*r Foot* the the finest assortment of straw hats
PHODt’Cl..
MIIU-Hore Knlvre end I'urw. Tur- the (.itv. all shades, styles, qualities and »«»«'• ..................................
* ‘,4
rheeed Then Could Be I wd In n tien- ,>ric.,.h.
’ J^tdUipinanu^
iint •ten in ami see our stock Lid-'*. P*r do* .............. ..........
UrlH App’.c.perlb.
......."W
e rat Ion— #4.50 Knife* uud §0 l*ur«e*.
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•Dally. Other train* dally except Sunday.

Except Saturday.
10.00and 2.20 train for
ledo.

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE

Allegan connect* forTo-

Connection* In Union Depot ut Grand Rapid*
with the Detroit, Luu*lng A Northern R. R.
Wagner Palace Sleeping Car* on night train*
to and from Chicago.
Wagner Palace Buffet Car* on day train*to
and from Chicago; 9:66 a. m. train from Holland ha* free chair car to Chicago.
Ticketsto all point* In tbe United State*and

Canada.
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Arrive at Detroit ................11 50 6.10 10.35
A.M. P M.
Leave Grand Rapid* ............ 7.20 4.15
Arriveat Howard City .......... 8 60 5.4U
Arrive at Kdmore ..............
9.46 0.26
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THIS INFANT HAD NERVE.

QUICK MEAU
GASOLINE STOVES.
The

“

oi.'K.’KMeal” nalea In 1801

ih- ••gncK M

ka

is

PATTISON ACTS

, with Min. Communicate with me further A Steamer with Sixty Perion*
Pennsylvania’sWhole National p^cinr*.
on Board Sinks.
Guard Ordered Under Arms. isigned.) HoiikhtE. Pattisos,

.

OVER EIGHT THOUSAND MEN

amounted toCn.342Stoveg.

-

B«le» since He flI,»ttppe>^laDC‘,
on the market, 1M+966 Stove*.

The “QUICK MEAL"

HOV.

H0KK0I10NA RIVER. A

,

,

—

Homestead to Be Occupied by

the only stove which oCen- safety uyn< net accidents.

—

whelming Force— The

-•

IN

LINE

an

Over-

“Governor."
SnowUcn Onlcra Ilia Troop# to Nova.
jn rnpotuo General Snowden sent tha

followingto Brigadier General J.

••

•

Strikers'

1).

8.

commandingthe Third brigade:
“In compliance with orders from the
conimaiider'in•chief,you will move your
command at the earliest moment, concentrating at l^wiston,moving weet on the
Pennsylvania railroad. Take with you

Col^n,

CIGHTEEH LIVES REP0BTED LOST.
A Number of Skin. Also Missing and
ie
Further CasualtiesLooked For— The
*
Victims on an Excursionto Sea
Pyrotechnic Illsplny— A fitorm Cornea
Up and Engulfs Them— Heartrending
Panic aa the Vessel Goes Down— Frantic
Efforts of the Passengersto SaveThem-

Two-y»»r-old That Floated In a Cistern nnd llrlpedItesrue Himself.

Little Charles Leo Burden, the twentyfive-months-old
grandson of Lee Burdon,
is being petted and caressed by the citizens of Elmwood, both ns a musical
prodigy and more jarticulorlyiu recognition of his wonderful presence of mind
and courage in the presence of death by
drowningwhich ho displayed under tho
most trying circumstances even to one

maturcr years.
Charley was visiting Grandpa Burdon
Becauwi the “Quick Meal" is the only Btove
in Greenwich street, nnd, clad in an ulhaving burners that cannot be opened
ster and tight fittingbonnet, was playing
further than necessary.
in the yard, accompaniedby his grandThe Men Urged to Co-Operate with the three days’ rations and all ammunition on
eelves.
mother. There is a cistern in the yard,
Troop# — Crave ApprehensionsThai hand. Use every precaution to insure safe
Because the “QUICK Meal" is the only Stove
Pkokia, Ills., July 13.— The river 10 feet in depth, abont 8 feet in circumThere Will He More Ulood.hed— In- and successful movement. The supervishaving a tank that cannot be taken oil for
ion of transportation is in charge of Quar- steamer Frankie Folsom, from Pekin, with ferenceand containing 7 feet of water.
tense Excitement Among tha Mill Men
for filling, unless all the burners are closed.
termaster General McClellan."
forty persons on board, was sunk in Peoria It is supplied with an iron cover, and
When They Heard tha News.
GeneralSnowden sent similar orders to
Because the“QuiCK Meal"
precautionshod been taken to have it
Homestead, Pa., July 7.— There we John A. Wiley, commanding Second lake last night.
Eighteen of her passeugeis were securelyfastened. Charley decided to
is the only Stove having
bloody deeds done at Homestead yester- brigade,and Robert P. Dechert, coman indicatorto show when
drowned, despite the efforts of the crew make an investigation.
day.. At 4 o’clockin the morning two mnndlng First brigade.
the burners are open or
and the rescued passengersto save them.
His grandmother left him for an inHow
the
Troops
Will
Move.
barges containing 300 Pinkertonmen.
closed.
The National guard aggregates 8,400 It is impossible tu learn the names of rtant, and the child in some unexplainhired to guard the Carnegiemills here,
the victims at present, owing to the excite- able manner either succeeded in tilting
Because the“QuiCK Meal"
arrived in tow of a small steamer and at- men. splendidly equipped,and as preparations have been in progress for several ment.
the cover by partly raising it, or else as
is the only Stove having
tempted to land at the mills. The lockedweeks for the annual encampmentof the
When it was seen that tho vessel was he stepped on the edge it was raised
glass tubes to show the
out employes at once ralliedto prevent it,
differentcoininunds they are in admirable sure to sink the panic on board was heart- sufficientlyto make an opening through
dripping of gasolinewhen
and a battle was fought, in which a num- shape to go into the field. It is understood
the stove is in use.
rendingto witness. The passengersmade which the adventurous infant was preber of men were killed and wounded on that the Second brigade will occupy
franl Ic efforts to avoid the awful fate cipitated. The grandmother returned
Because the“QulCK Meal"
Homestead, and in case it meet* with
both tides.
which stared them in the face, and their to tho spot where she had left him, but
is the only Stove having
much resistance the Third brigade will at
I'lnkartoiis Left to Their Fate.
appeals for help were pitifulto hear.
he had disappeared. She called out to
pipes made of antitrust
Later in the morning the Pinkerton once move to its support. The First brigade
A Number of Hmnll Boats Missing.
him, but no response was heard. She
will
follow
on
in
case
it is needed. In
material.
men made anotherattempt to land, and
Professor Pain had been giving a pyro- made a circuitof the grounds, but no
other words, the Second brigade will be
were
again
repulsed
with
considerable
Because the“QuiCK Meal"
the skirmishers, the Third brigade, made technic display here for the past two trace of the boy was discernible. Haploss in killod and wounded on each side.
is the only Stove having
up mainly of sharpshooters, will be the weeks, and a good view of the exhibition pily she thought of the cistern, and seeThe steamer towing the barges in which line of halt It*.
the needle points of the
.
could be obtained from the lake iu the ing that the cover was bottom side up
burners made of German
were the Pinkerton men then left the
northernpart of the city, and large num- she removed it from the opening and
THE NEWS AT HOMESTEAD.
silver which makes them
barges tied to the bank while it carried
bers on excursion boats and small row- was terrifiedto discover Charley floatabsolutelyindestructible.
the wounded men to Rraddock.On ita
It Appals the Strikers— Advisory Com- boats took advantage of the free exhibi- ing on the surface of the water. He
return it was driven away by a heavy
uilttee'sAction — The Outlook.
, , had probably fallen into the cistern feet
fusillade from the workingmen,and the
Lost eveningabout 10:30 a strong wind- foremost and his clothing had buoyed
Homestead,Pa., July ll.-The report
barges containing the imported guards
were thus left without any hope of rescue. that Governor Pattison had ordered the storm suddenly arose and the craft were him up so that he was able to float temunable to withstand the violenceof the
Surrender of tho Guards.
entire national guards to Homestead was
storm. One boatyard claims that nine porarily.
All day the former employesof Carnegie received here at about 11:30 o'clock last
The frantic grandparent called to mm,
skiffs have not yet returned, and it is
Ac Co. on the banks kept up a fire on these night, and it created intenseexcitement
thought that the occupants have been and he responded bravely. She bebarges from rifles and revolvers, even among the comparativelysmall number
drowned. There is great excitement. sought him to raise his head a little,
using two small cannon, but no material
who heard it. A score or more of the Particulars are hard to obtain, as it is not and then called out to the gardener to
damage was done until dynamite was workingmen started out to Investigate
known who were in the boats.
come to the rescue. Peter hastened to
used and attempts made to fill the stream
and found the report true.
There Were Sixty on Hoard.
the spot, and in his perplexitycould not
with burning oil.
LATElt.—It is known that there were
Action of the Leaders.
devise an immediate plan of action.
Then the Pinkerton men on the barges
At a midnight meeting of the advisory sixty persons on board the Folsom when
put up flags of truce, and at 5 o’clock their
Mrs. Burdon realized the dire peril of
committee it was decided to co-operate she started on her fateful trip. Instead of
offer of surrenderwas accepted.
the disaster taking place on the lake It was the situation, and seeing a small pitchwith
the
national
guard
iu
maintaining
They were then taken ashore, and after
fork near by she seized it, and with
order and to impress upon the workmen In the Illinois river. The boat had just
being disarmed and roughlytreated by the
started on her return when she was struck Peter's assistancemade a desperateefthe necessity of preserving peace.
mob were shut up for the night.
by a cyclone and careened until the water fort to fasten it into the infant’s clothGuardsmen Look for Trouble.
Turned Over to the Kherlff.
There is a feeling among the national was able to flood her hull and sink her. ing. The cistern was dark, and it was
At midnight a special train from Pittsguardsmen here that In case the guards The noise of the tempest prevented the with extreme difficulty that the exact
burg came up in charge of SheriffMcare ordered to Homestead they will be cries of the drowning from being heard location of the child could be di«cerned.
Cleary, and the Pinkerton men were sent
As soon as the disaster was known small
fired on outside the city limits of PittsAll the while the grandmother was urgBecause the “Quick Meal" is the only Stove having a rim on the mt iron to the Pittsburg county jail. President burg, and it would be a fighting march all boats put off to rescue the living and
ing Charley to keep up courage and utburner tops extending over the burner drum and tubes, thus protecting Wiehe and Hugh O’Donnell counselled no the way to Homestead, where the final recover the dead.
tering words of loving solicitude, and
violence,and the men did not again meet
1'artlal
List
of
the
Dead.
them against the dripping from the cooking vessels.
battle would come.
the guards. Most of the men were badly
So far the following are known to be the little fellow responded with lisping
FOB HALE BY
| bruised and crippled. Eleven were sent to
dead: Mrs. Duisdecker and two girl com- assurances. Finally the handle of the
Arrival of the Troops.
’file
........
unknown; Miss Cora
12. -The movement# of panions, names uuaiiow...
vu.» pitchfork was thrust within reaching
Correct List of Casualties.
distance and Charley was bidden to
An absolutely correct list of casualties
Impossible to
to say
say
ist impossible
wllliam wiles, William Ripberger. ri-isg/sfcUftit. _ . He i* a vigorous,well
was obtainedyesterday and is as follows: secret cud it was almost
Workmen killed— John Morris; Antony where the troops were. Misleadingreport# All of these people were from Pekin. Be- developed boy, and fie qiiiekyj
EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND, MICH.
Wayne; Thomas Weldiu, shot ac- were giveu out as blinds. Correspondent# sides the above it is almost cerUiu that his hands around the staff and clung to
cidentally;unknown man, HenryStrle- who got aboard the military trains were eight person# In aroall boats lost their it with dogged determination.
gel, aiouu
John ffiinss,
Fares, ouu.arvoc
and. Jose ph
gel,
JIM Soppo. Inprisonersand not permittedto lives. While the work of rescue and
Slowly and steadily the weight was
.TrT|t-.... anything.
____
_________
telegraph
The whole
force recovery was going on the river bank was lifted to the surface of the cistern, and
enterST -nofiMteffd-tM*.morning before lined with a frantic crowd, many of whom the wet and dripping figure was clasped
gir^t
htalJ—
V-.SL. nomine Uforr
----- ----- j
in the arms of his deliverers.Charley
---- ---ly; Andy Cudla, badly; Charles Daeska, uayi’rena,
with apprehensionafTUrtiit'Wate. -Jl«was.
from
carrying out their plans of reception.
and wa8
may die; Thomas Kane, burnt in leg; Ana terriblescene.
There is good authorityfor believing that
quickly taken into the house'aiur suptonio Pulatka,shot in the leg; John HerSeveral Cooked by Steam.
the plan of campaign includes the inald, bullet in leg; Charles Mulauki, shot
Among the bodies at the morgue are plied with an outfit of dry clothing, and
!
in arm; Joseph Sodak, shot through the stalling of non-union men in Carnegie's those of several women who are so cooked hot drink was administered to him. He
knee, and twenty-live other# slightly works at once.
by steam as to be unrecognizable.When lisped that he was pretty wet, but that
wounded.
the boat canened the frantic passengers he was a smart boy because he swimmed
CCEUR
D’ALENE
TROUBLE.
Loss of th* FJukertons.
rushed to the guards and clung to the in the water.— Providence Journal.
G-aining
!
Pinkertonskilled— J. W. Kline, Chicago; o4««ro*r Willey Cells on President Her- rails until washed off by .the waves. PeoEdward Connors, New York; two others,
rlson for FedernlTroops.
ria and Pekin are terriblystrickentowns
All
!
Moorish Locusts Feed Man and Beast.
_ _
Mil whose names could not be learned, shot Wallace, Ida., July ll.-The struggle today. ___
and fell overboard. Wounded in fight— J.
The British consul at Mogador while
CYRUS W. FIELD DEAD.
Emmel, New York, shot in the body in between the Union minersinCoeurd’Alene
on an excursion inland, about a day’s
Fit, three places, not serious; George Wall, and the mine owners,which was patched The Latest Shining Mark for the Shaft of journey from Mogador, met flight# of
Chicago, right arm shot and finger of right up about two mouths ago, broke out again
the Destroyer.
locusts. He says it was an astonishing,,
and first-class workmanship, hand shot off; Dan Mangiu, of Brooklyn, yesterday In the town of Gem and resulted New York, July 13. -Cyrus W. Field and interesting though painful sight,
shot iu fleshy part of right leg, slight;
James S. O’Neil, two slight gunshot in a sav ge fight between union and non- is dead. He passed away at 9:55 o’clock the air being in some parts so thick with
AT LOW PRICES,
wounds on scalp; Patrick McGuire, Chi- union men at the ’Frisco and Gem mines, in yesterday morning at his countryhome at them that they formed a dense living
cago, gunshot wound In fleshy part of left which six men were killed, seven wounded, Ardsley Park. Althoughhe had been ill brown fog, through which he could
Form an irresistable combination.
for weeks his death hardly find his way, while they so comarm; Joseph May, Chicago, shot in right seventy non-union men taken prisoners,
everyone
was unexpected. pletely covered the ground that the utOur Custom work is made to bring- us leg near the thigh, not serious; Edward and the ’Frisco mill blown up. The fight
In Holland, whether yon wish
Howard, Chicago, shot in left knee and lasted several hours. The governorhas
Mr. Field was nt- most caution was necessary in walking,
more trade, and talks business for us.
right shoulder,slight; William Weudt, ordered out the militia.
tacked at day- as he could not tell whether he was
to buy or not. to
Chicago, shot in left shoulder, flesh wound;
WASHINGTON, July 13.— Troops arc now
break by one of treading on soft sand, hard slippery
We continue to handle Wilson Bro’s Peter Goodrich, Chicago, little finger of on their wav to the scene of the troubles
the violent spells rock, or what.
right hand shot off; Fred Marsh, Chicago,
| Shirts and
Underwear, for the reason
at the mines in the Coeur d’Alene district,
of deliriumwhich
Many birds feasted on the insects, inbead grazed by bullet; Jacob Jiurusteiu,
had occurred so cluding large flights of gulls from the
that they make the best furnishing-g'oods Chicago,shot through the left ear, scalp Idaho, the necessary orders having been
wound; Louis Toombs, Chicago, shot in issued yesterday at tho war departfrequentlyduring sea, and beasts evidently enjoy their
And examine our stock of in this country.
calf of left leg, flesh wound, also struck ment. Governor Wiley telegraphed tho
his sickness. Dr. share, for in the middle of the densest
Cloths and Suitings for the | There is also a very good reason for the great and bruised; E. Rice, leg bruised by bul- presidentthat the disturbance had asCoutant was at swarm he saw a fine red fox dancing
let; Frank Blnzern, Chicago, bullet iu
once summoned about in the most frantic manner, leapSpring
' increase in our hat trade.
The Lion Hat has right leg, slight wound; Joseph Hamlin, sumed proportions that it had passed befrom Tarrytown, ing up and snapping dozens of the lo, become the standard
and our customers have Chicago, gun-shot wound in left knee, yond the control of the state authorities
and he called for federalaid in restoring
but his services custs in tho air, until, seeing the
perfect confidence in it. It is always made In slight injury; John P. McGovern,of
order.
ctbcs w. field. were of no avail, stranger, he suddenlydropped on all
the latest nobby shapes and we guaranteethe
and in less than three hours the aged finan- fours and quickly vanished in the live
THE REPUBLICANEXECUTIVE.
j color and wear of every bat,
cier was dead. At the time of his death fog. Not only did the barbel get their
CORNER CLOTHING STORE.
one in beel and another iu head, none Catiipbell Names the Men Who Are to there were present at the bedside Mr. share of the novel food (the consul used
perious.There wer$ pine-six Pinkertons
Hun tho Campaign.
Field’s three brothers, David Dudley tho locusts successfullyas bait for
hurt while running the gantlet to the
New York, July 8.-W. J. Campbell, Field, the Rev. Henry M. Field, and Jus- them), but some of the fish of tho Atlanopera house. These men had bruises,ribs
tic were found gorged with locusts
broken, faces laceratedby kicks and vari- chairman, and T. H. Carter, secretary of tice Stephen J. Field; his daughter,Mrs.
ous other wounds, some of which are the Republican national committee, gave Isabella Judson, and her two sons, Cyrus which had been blown off the land hy
easterly winds. As usual, they were exvery severe. ______
out at the Imperial hotel, this city, last Field Judson and Frank Judson.
tensively eaten by the native population,
night the names of the national executive
Trouble Cut Short Ills Life.
MILITIA ORDERED OUT.
Mr. Field had been suffering from phy- both Mohammedan and Jewish.— Loncommittee,in whose charge the fortunes

Committee Acts on the
Situation.
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tion.
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sical and mental exhaustion brought on don Times.
J>y the many troubles which have overDow cry DrOf Stores.
taken him during the past year. For some
The Bowery drug stores do a large
days his mind wandered occasionally,but
bis friends say that the storiessent out consultationand ad rice business. They
about his having lost his reason were ma- hire some young doctor who is licensed
to practice, in order that they may keep
liciously baseless.
(SUCCESSORSTO P. W. KANE)
within the law and not subject themIllinois. The committeewill hold their
TERRIFIC EXPLOSION OF POWDER. selves to prosecution by the county
peace, protectall persons iu their right# first meeting, at which a chairman in place
medical society.These young practitionIs the
to get
under the constitutionand laws of the of Campbellwill be chosen, about one Six 1'crsous Killed at » Giant Powder ers take no pay for their services directly
Com psuy’s Works.
from the customer, the druggist making
state." GovernorPattison received the week from flaturdsy.
San Francisco,July II.— Hy a series of
following last evening from Pittsburg,
GEORGE WILLIAM CURTIS DOOMED. explosionsSaturday at tho works of the his money and theirs out of the medicines
which he sells. No prescriptionsnre^
dated July 10:
The Kmlueol Harper’s Weekly Editor a Giant Powder company and the San Fran- given to the customer lest ho take them *
‘GoveukobPattison:T1*# situation at
cisco Chemical works at Highland, twelve
l»;lng Man.
somewhereelse to be filled more cheaply.
Homesteadhas not improves.While all
New York, July 12. -The Bun says that miles from this city, property worth about
These places sell a great deal of patent
is quiet there the strikers are iu control
George William Curtis, the distinguished1350, (JUG was destroyed,and six jicrsous medicines, especially such things as
were
killed.
There
were
over
100 persons,
and openly express to me and to the editor,Is ill at his home on Staten Island
Bono Liniment and bitters strong enough
mostly Chinamen, employed at the powder
public their determinationthat the works with cancer of the stomach. A favorable
Toilet
to set one’s nerves at tension. The inmills,
and
many
of
these
were
wounded.
shall not be operated unless by them- termination of the case cannot be looked
habitantsof the Bower}',when they take
for, although there is no immediate dan- The names of the dead white men are
selves.After making all efforts iu my
JohuBowe, Wallace Dickerson,Charles anything internally or externally,want
ger. He may live a mouth.
power I have failed to secure a posse reGuberlice, and there were also three China- it to produce an effect about which there
8l. Johns Devastated.
men. A boy named Borcberswas blown is no mistake.— New York Sun.
spectable enough in numbers to accomHalifax, N. S., July ll.-Fire starting through a skylight and is suffering from
Pkescuiptionb Cakefuuy Compounded by a Registeredand Ex- plish anything,and I am satisfiedthat no
A Flirt Hebuked.
on I^ong hill Friday consumed three- concussion of the brain. He may die.
posse raised by the civil authorities cau
Broke Plate Glass in ’Frlco.
fourths of the busiuess portionand half
perienced Pharmacist.
At a social gathering on Harlem avedo anythingto change the condition of of the entire portion of the city of St.
The body of a Chinaman was found on nue Professor Snore, of Columbia colFull line of Inside and Outside Paints, Varnishes and Brushes.
affairs, and that any attempt by an inJohns. Twenty thousand people were the railroadtrack half a mile from the lege, was present as an invited guest.
adequate force to restore the right of law renderedhomeless and six were killed. works. The remains of a Chineseboy, Miss EsmereldaLongcoflin,a venerable
Cor. Eighth and River. Holland,
The pecuniary loss is estimated at 120,- frightfully mangled, were found near the
will only result in further armed resistmaiden lady, was also present, and as
000,000. Relief is being sent to the suffer- scene. One of the most strikingfeatures
ance and consequentloss of life. Only a
of the explosion was the extent of the usual she made frantic effortsto captiers ns rapidly as possible.
large military force will enable me to condamage iu the way of broken windows vate the professor, who, by the way, U
Costly Fire at Louisville.
trol matters. 1 believe If such force Is
that it caused in this city, twelve mile# a confirmed woman hater.
Lochvillf.,July 11. -A fierce fire raged from the scene.
sent the disorderly element will bo over“Professor, how old do you really
awed and order will be restored.1 there- for several hours yesterdaymorning at the
REDUCED RATES
think I am?" asked Esmerelda, coquetF. E.
A French Ansr^lilst Guillotined.
fore call upon you to furnish me such tanneryof Wcdeking, HalleubergA:Bros.,
ti-hly.
Paris, July ll.-ltavacbol, the anarchOn all Periodicals.Leave your
distance.
at J/-xiiigtoii ami Eighteenthstreet#,inassistance.
“I can’t possiblytell,”replied the proist who was arrestedfor complicitywith: --» ------ volving h !<.##of 1200,000 and the serious
for anv publicationin the United States |>ra,.tifalPhoUigrapher. Portrait#, ^iKUed.J William H. McCleauy,
.utr^e. .ml munkJ
T" Mtlnchar^ ofthedm
Injury
of
three
men.
Three
men
fell
from
Sheriff.
:
»t the Poehofflce,HoU.nd 1 vie... r,d
.work
Sb-t
of ancient historj . — T«xa#
promptly.G.kmI work and popular The goverm r replied ns follows:“Have a fourth-story window, overcome by heat, some weeks ago, was executed ihi» morn- tjjartment
lifting**.
: 9if
pric«*s. Gall.-ryon Hivor/.rvet.forand were severely hurt.
ordered Major General George R. Suowm-rl v occupied by B. P. Hurgins.

The Whole National Guard of Pennsyl- of the Republican party have been placed
during the present campaign. They are
vania Under Anus.
HawiiuBUBG, July ll.-The governor hh follows: J. S. Clarkson, Iowa,
Garrett A. Hobart, New Jersey; Samhas Issued the followingto GeneralG. R.
uel Fessenden, Connecticut; Henry C.
Snowdon:“Put the divisionunder arms Payne, Wisconsin; Richard C. Kerens,
and move at once with all munitions to Missouri; William O. Bradley, Kentucky;
the support of the sheriff of Allegheny William A. Sutherlaud, New York; Joseph
H. Manley, Maine, and John It. Tanner,
county at Homestead. Maintain the

your

place

drtjg-s

__

PATENT MEDICINES
Articles,

Perfumes.
Fine

School Books.

Stationery,
Magazines, and Papers.

Cigars,
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Heart Wat in the Right Piece.

Smithson, once an actor, has had for a
Fab* tMth for horaot are coming into
long time the reputationof lieing a coldwide um in France.
hearted, designing,crafty fellow. He
American factories prwluce 3.^000
has come by this reputationgradually;
watches every week.
DID NOT GO ON THE STAGE.
HO one knows exactly when the first
Use the door mat instead of the floor symptoms of coldness showed themTb« Narrow Narapa of a Chinaman Wha
carpet for a foot scrajwr.
selves. Some of his old time Acquaint>Vaa to may lt« Skull.
A
ARTICLE.
Try to keep your closets free from old ances say that since the day following
It ia related of Jack Langrishe, when
hoes or soiled garments.
his summary dismissal from the Play- he was making a small fortune by givThe “West Michigan" is as fine a
Thirty-one states have adopted the well company Smithson hits wen a ing the early day residentsof Colondo
*
1
nickel
cigar as there is in the marchanged man. Not a few of them think dramatic art in strong nightly do&s,
Australianballot system.
that there is now no !.•» for him. that he once played a memorable ‘‘reket.
Try
them.
In the United States there are about
There are a few optimists,however, turn’’ engagementin an interior miaing
10,000,000 cows— one for every four perwho believe that in Smithson’s heart, camp, where the inhabitantsinsisted on
sons.
there still bums a flame of kindliness “Hamlet." Now Langrishe, beinj a
Save the juices that drain out of roasts that only needs to be fed to make him
comedian in more respects than cue,
and steaks to add to stock for soups and the whole souled, splendidfellow he was
did no' at all favor this Shakespearean
meat sauces.
a few years ago.
HUDSONVILLE, MICH.,
idea, but instead tried to shake the naIt is hard to remember that the nights
This small band of optimistsmet in tives’ faith in the "legit” by insisting
are shortest when the weather is too the flat of one of their number the other that “Toodles”or "Pink Dominoes";
warm to sleep.
night. The conversation drifted from would enable him to shine to mnch
Spttlalistin Delicate Operaliens
It is hard for the Lord to make much one subjectto another. They talked of better advantage. "Hamlet” was in—IN—
use of a preacher whose head is bigger the propositions for membership in the sisted upon, however—they wanted it
HivkuSt., Holla*!), Muu.
Players, and about other subjectsof inthan his heart.
all, including the ghost— and with Ham;
Prices the Lowest!
terest to actc" folk. Finally, Augustus let left in.
A gas engine has been made in EngFraukville said, “Fellows, 1 have good
SatisfactionGuannteed!
Accordingly the somewhat small comland that nins at the rate of 540 revoluRIDGLINGKCASTRATEII.
nows about Smithson.”
pany was told to study up, characters
tions a minute.
Terms to Suit Purchasers!
“Good! what is it?” they all cried in were ‘‘doubled"and the leading man!
The Chinese, Japanese,Malays, SiamTERMS
REASONABLE.
chorus.
OLD PIANOS OR ORGANS TAKEN
given a chance to distinguishhimself as
ese, New Zealanders and North Ameri“Well,” continued Fraukville,“I was the melancholy Dane. One problem
IN EXCAANGE.
can Indians are all but l>eardless.
walking down Sixth avenue from the presented itself. No skull could be
Did your wife look a little bit, just park this afternoon when 1 saw him
MUSICAL GOODS OF ALL KINDS.
found for the graveyard scene. Mr.
the least little bit cross this morning? walking nlwut a block ahead of mo in a
Langrishe representedto the committee
Abb THE BEST MAKES OF
Was the kindling wood fine and dry?
most shiftless ami dejected manner. who had made the request for a perEven the medical professionhas not From what I could see of him I was fonnance of "Hamlet" that the skull
understood the nature of the relation sure that ho was desjwratelyhungry. was all important— no skull no “HamKEPT IN STOCK.
between overwork and its morbid ef- His general appearancewas bad. 1 let," and what were they going to do
concluded to keep an eye on him and
fects.
DO
YOU
WANT
A
about it? The committee considered.It
Three factories in the United States to find out if possible how he was keep- was a new camp, with no graveyard,
ing body and soul together. He is too
consume over 3,000,000 eggs per year in
and there weren’t even dead Indians
making albumen iwper, extensively used proud to beg from his former friends, around. Langrishe went to bed that
you know.
in photography.
night feeling hopeful. If the committee
"He went on a few blocks, hesitated couldn’t find a skull he would have a
In Noble county, W. Va., there is said
before a saloon and went in through the
reasonableexcuse for substituting“Tooto be a fathomlesssea, composed of salt
OR VEHICLE OF ANY KIND?
side door, which was just oppositethe
dles” on the momentous night.
water and oil, from which gas escapes
free lunch counter. I went into the saThe following afternoon Langrishe
with a tremendous roar.
Purchase where you can do the best
loon through the front door and stood at
went
into a small Chinese laundry to get
A Chicago physiciansays that the hu- the bar within two feet of him. It was
and
get the best articlefor the least
their
man nose is frequentlynot in the exact late in the afternoonand the free lunch his washing. Just jis he entered he
money.
That is just what we are doheard the voice of the chairman of the
center of the face, and it is a well known had mostly disappeared. There was left
ing. If you want a Wagon, light or
for.
committee in loud converse with the
fact that the two sides of the face are only one piece of corned beef and two
proprietor of the establishment.
heavy, see our stock. We are manurarely symmetrical.
miserable slices of bread. Smithson
“Want to go on the stage, John?".
facturingthem daily and will be pleased
We have for years made
made for that counter totally oblivious
"Yles; me Tact; me bully lactor. How
A Gladatoo* Collar.
to have you examine our goods. If we
to everything.&ndwith as much decorum
muchee gettee?”
Mr. Gladstone,it is well known, has a as one could expect from a hungry man.
do not have on hand what you want we
"One hundred dollars, and here’s your
rather long neck, and habituallywears
“He lost no time in making a sand- stuff." 4
can make it for you on short notice and
a collar of the kind which has been wich out of what remained on the lunch
guarantee all work and material.
Langrishe collared the chairman just
given his name— a collar snowy, immac- counter. He looked at it eagerly and
as he was leaving.
We also manufactureSpring or Deulate, extensiveand characteristic.
was about to eat it when a dirty little
“What
in thunder do you want that
livery Wagons when desired.
Mr. Furniss, in innumerable clever hand appeared under the small swagChinaman for?” he propounded.
In connection with the above we are
caricatures of the great statesman,has ing door and tugged at his coat. At the
The committeeman leaned over condoing general Blacksmithing,Horse- And the owners of trotters in
never failed to make the most of this same time ’in a sharp whisper there came
fidingly. “For ‘Hamlet,’of course; he's
articleof apparel.
this appeal from the owner of the hand:
shoeing, Jobbing and Repairing in ths vicinity can testify to our
going to play the skull."
It has long been the custom for the ‘Say, mister, give us a sandwich? I’m
wood and metal.
“Play the skull! Why, great-all-fired- A general insurance business done.
work.
most regularand frequent contributors hungry.’
We
can
insure
your
property
in some of
crickets, man, how can he? A skull is
Thanking
our patrons for past favors,
of Punch to meet at a weekly dinner
“Poor old Smithson cast one glance at
the best companiesand at very reasonnot a whole man. It's a head.”
we solicit a share of your patronage.
with the editor, there to communicate the sandwich and another at the dirty
Special attention also given to
able rates.
“I know it," responded the enthusiast;
their ideas to one another, criticise,sug- hand of the street boy. In an instant
lameness and diseasesof the foot.
• *he most sociable he pat the sandwich into the dirty hand. “that’s all he'll be by 6 o’clock tonight.
Wo'll have the head for you. We're
a rough plan of Tlie lunch counter was left bare apd
North hirer St., Holland, Midi.
goin to lynch him— a Chinaman anythe next number to be prepared.
Smithson’s stomach was empty. I tell
way.
We'll give him a funeral and all
At one of these little dinners Mr. yon, fellows, old, broken down SmithSt.,
that, of course."
Gladstone was an honored guest, and son has been maligned.”
It took the comedian an hour after
there was some previous speculation as
Smithson's reputation is not so bad
recovering from his horror to convince
to how he and Mr. Furniss would enjoy now.— New York Tribune.
and
the committee that a “head wasn’t a
meeting.
skull.” He played "Hamlet" that night,
Mr. Gladstone proved equal to the ocKgg» Within EggH.
River St., Holland.
casion. He came, and hardly was he
We have never been convicted of tell- but the Chinaman was in the audience,
seated at the table when the company ing fish stories,nor yarns of any kind not on the stage. And the leadingman
became aware of a change in his famil- that sounded in any degree fishy, but soliloquized over the defunct Yorick by SPLENDID
iar personality. A second look revealed here is one for the yarn spinnerto im- using the whitenedskull of a mule.—
JUICY STEAKS!
his nature. Mr. Furniss stared; some- prove upon: Mrs. Dr. Campbell recently Rocky MountainNews.
body tittered.There was a smile, a found two eggs, the fruit of a Plymouth
MILES OF SAUSAGE!
She Didn’t Care for Poetry. '
ripple, and then a roar of laughter.
Rock hen, which were fully as large as
He said, "My pride, with a voice
Everythingbelongingto a first-class
Mr. Gladstonehad on the smallest, goose eggs. Upon breaking these eggs
soft as the zephyrs of a June morning) a
d. C. POST,
MANAGER.
meat market, at
slenderest and most inconspicuousof they were found to contain the yolk and
breath scented with roses and clover, a
narrow', turndown collars, assumed for yellow in the same proportionfound in
step like the flutter of angels’ wings, a
that occasion only, and was quietly en- other eggs, and in additionto this each
heart as pure as the liquid jewels of a
If you want to buy, sell or rent a House,
joying the artist’s discomfiture.
one contained another perfectly formed
spring that none but gods disturb, a love
Mr. Furniss soon recovered himself, egg of a yolk and yellow inclosed in a
Lot or Farm, call on or address us.
as lasting as the hills.”
I have just received a splendid
' and appreciated the joke as much as
hard well formed shell. This inner egg
RIVER
STREET.
But he did not win her.
any one— Youth’sCompanion.
stock of
is of the shape and size of the ordinary
Then he said, "Sal, your hair isn’t ns
hen’s egg. One of these peculiar combired as Hannah Smith’s, across the road,
r>
Youuk U»U Adopted by a Cat.
I can sell you a new house for
nations was opened at one end enough
Brainard Ives, the Mount Carmel stage to let out the ingredients of the large and you have got more sense than she
a payment of $100 down and baldriver, has a cat that has recently shown eggs, while the inclosed still remains inThe object of his wooing cuddled in
With
Savings Department.
most remarkable eccentricities. A short cased in the outer shell and will be careance of purchase price at $8 per
his arms, a gushing, unceasing source
time ago the cat became the mother of fully preserved for inspection by the
of affection.— Arkansaw Traveler.
CAPITAL,
$35,000.00. month.
se veral kittens. A day or so later w'hile curious.— Centralia (Mo.) Courier.
prowling about in the barn it came
Cor. Eighth and Market Streets.
Poor UuniftD Nature.
across a nest of young rats, which numAustrian Jew BaitersThrashed.
Mr. Chugwater had been reading I. CA PPON, Pres't. I. MA RSIM E, Cashier, Lots for sale at $25 down and
&C., &C., &C.
bered three in all. Instead of killingand
In a Prater restauranta few evenings aloud to his family the details of the
eating them, as might be supposed the ago a young and clean shaven man was
balance
at
$25
per
year
with
6
per
terrible tornado in Minnesota.
cat would do, she carried them to her seated alone at a table with a glass of
“Is that all there is of it, Josiah!”
You will find my place headcent interest.
own nest and placed them with her young beer before him. Three men came in
asked Mrs. Chugwater.
quarters for the
kittens,nursing them as she did her own and sat down at the same table. They
“Yes,” he replied, laying his newspaoffspring.
thought the beardlessyouth was a Jew per down. “I’ve read to you the whole
Estimates given on all kinds of masonry
Farms in Dakota, Kansas and
Ever since the kittens and rats have re- and began to annoy him. For some time
story, names of the killed and wounded and plastering. Communications somained together and are thriving splen- he kept perfectlyquiet and pretended
Michigan,
all on easy terms and
and all.”
licited. Address Box W, Holland, Mich.
didly. The rats have just begun to open not to notice them. As they continued
“I know a great many people in Minlow prices.
at
their eyes, while the kittens are some- to amuse themselves,suddenly he sprang
nesota,” rejoinedMrs. Chugwater with
what older and have been able to see for up and faced the three, who had risen
BANK.
a sigh of mild disappointment, “but HOLLAND CITY
several days.— New Haven Register.
simultaneously. W ithout sayi ng a word none of those names sounds familiar.”—
Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.
he placed himselfin a boxing attitude,
Chicago Tribune.
Established1875.
Dneka for the Navy.
and in a few seconds the three “Jew”
The Ottawa County lluHdingand boan AssociaIncorporatedas a State Hank In 1890.
The novel suggestion has been made baiters lay in a heap on the floor with
At the Coming Out.
tion, has
Eight Street, Opp. Notlcr.v VerSchure,
that ducks should bo trained and used their faces bruised. On recoveringthey
Herr Groudowfsky— Miss Beatrice A general banking businesstransacted
HOLLAND, MICH.
Interestpaid on certificates.
ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS AND UP.
for naval purposes in the same way that left the place. The young man sat down ees yairy preety, eesn’t she?
Loans
made.
WARDS
pigeonsare used for conveying military and called for more beer. He is an EngMiss Endicott (out three years)—Yes,
messages. The proposal comes from lish jockey, the winner of severalof society buds are always interesting.{j\
to mem hers every alternateSaturday, at
I
$50,000. to loanhalf
past elKht o'clockp. in., at office "
Major Allatt, a practical pigeon trainer, this season’sraces in Vienna.— Vienna
Herr G.— Why i‘es dat?
In Xante re Block.
who says that if we are going to use Cor. London News.
Miss E.— Because you never know
birds to fly over water for naval purwhether they are going to turn out a
ONLY
REAL
ESTATE SECURITY WILL
A Company of Soldiera Prostrated.
poses ducks would be better than pigfull blown rose or a wall flower.—Boston President, - Jacob Van Putten, Sr,
BE
ACCEPTED.
Nineteen soldiers were marching along Budget.
eons, because when the duck gets tired
Vice-Pres’t,
W. H. Beach.
the
highway
at
Bourges
to
reach
the
he drops and sits on the water until he
Cashier.
C. VerSchurk. Otlleo open every Monday,Friday and Saturday.
Diploinutic.
OF
J3T For further particularsapply to the Secreis rested and then goes on again. Ducks, artillery practice ground when a thuntary.
moreover, can fly by night, while pigeons derstorm broke over them and in a minCOURSE
By order of the Board.
cannot. Major Allatt thinks that sea ute drenched them all to the skin.
!
C. A. STEVENSON, Secretary.
They
began
trotting,
but
had
not
adgulls might be trained also for message

CIGAR.
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W.C. COVEY, V.S.

,

Music House

i

H, MEYER

GOi,

Veterinary Surgery.
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Bargains! SEWING MACHINES

CC

Buggy, Road Wagon,
Road Cart,

CO

iilsEs

Should have

feet

well cared

HORSESHOEING

INSURANCE

SPECIALTY

A

AGENCY.

•

JAMES KOLE.

J.O.DOESBURG
Eighth

Holland.

R. Westveld

HOLLAND

HORSESHOER

ROASTS

Real Estate

WASTS!

EXCHANGE.

FARRIER

KTew

Stock

-

DeKraker* DeKoster

r- .

r*

Glassware,

lIRST oTATE DANK.

Porcelain,

r

Crockery,
Lamps, Flower Pots,

--

WILLIAM KINNEY,
MASON CONTRACTOR.

Finest

Goods
Low

Prices.

HATE

MONEY TO LOAN!

PAUL A. STEKETEE

PITA

ABOUT

WE

- -

TALK

- -

,

-

-AND-

WATCHES.

FOR SALE

bearing purposes.—London Court Jour- vanced much when a terrible stroke of
lightning came ami in an instant laid
jjoal.
the whole detachmentprostrate on the
An Egg Within an Egg.
ground. After a short time some of the
W. 8. Miller, of this place, has a curi- men recovered and rose to their feet.
osity in the way of an egg, which his They called to their comrades,who
daughter found in one of his hens’ nests rallied and rose slowly one after anlast week. It is an egg within an egg, other. But four remained immovable.
the outer one being as large as a goose They were taken to the hospital.Three
egg, with a very thin shell, which had were restored to life, but the fourth was
been cracked. Inside of this was an- dead. He had a deep wound on the
other perfectlyformed egg of the usual crown of his head ami his chest was
size, with a smooth shell of the ordinary burned as over a fumace.-Chicago
thickness, the space between it and the Herald.
outer shell being filled with “white.”—
Lady Customer (timidly)— Oh, I should
Curious Chinese Medicines.
FarmingtonTimes.
like to look at some false hair, please.
The Chinese medical writers recomSmart! Shopman— Yes, madam. What
mend such remedies as tiger bones,
Hla Dog.
color does your friend want?— Judy.
bear’s gall, ground blood, tree bugs, fosThe subject for conversationat an1 sil crali, fowls’ gizzards, elephant blood,
Couldn’tStand It.
evening entertainment was the intelli- "insects of nine smells,” dew falling in
First Boy— Ain't you goin swimmin?
gence of animals, particularly dogs.
the dark of the moon, cow hair, ground
Second Boy— No.
Said Robinson, “There are dogs that bones of cow’s knee, Job’s tears, snake
First Boy— You said you was. Why
have more sense than their masters.”
skins, ground rhinocerous horns, hedge“Just so,” respondedyoung Jones. hog skin and claws, dried silk worms, don’t you?
Second Boy— Mother said if I went in
•Tvegot that kind of dog myself.”—! and many other remedies equally abwimmin I'd have to take some soap
London Tit-Bits.
surd and foolish. — St. Louis Republic.
along and wash.— Good News.

CLOCKS

Holland Mich., Jan., 181^.

BECAUSE WE SHOW THE

A

roomy, well built house and
large lot. The whole lot can be
MORTGAGE SALE.
bought or only a portion of it. TXEFAULT having been made In therondi- LARGEST AND BEST ASSORTMENT
Situated on the corner of Ninth
Ilona of a mortgage made by James Ryder
and Mary A. Ryder hla wife, to Julia A. ThuraIN THE CITY.
and Cedar streets. For further ton, dated December twenty-fourth A. D. 1881,
and recorded In the officeof the register of deeds
information enquire of
of Ottawa county, Michigan, on the thirteenth
And sell at a very small profit.
day of January A. D. 188L’,in liber V of mortH.
gages on page (W0, upon which mortgagethere
Holland, Mich.
ia claimed to he due at this date Four Hundred

WYKHUYSEN,

Dollars, and no suitorproceeding at law having
been instituted to recoverthe same, or any part
thereof, Notice la hereby given that by virtue of
the power of sale in said mortgage contained
and the statute made and provided, said mortgage will he foreclosedby sale at public vendue
of the mortgaged premises therein described,to
wit: That part of lot ten GO) in block :«< in the
city of Holland, Ottawa county, Michigan, described as bounded by a line commencing thir-

Sewing Maclies

REPAIRED.

ty-eightfeet west of the south-eastcorner of
said lot ten, thence runningweat fifty feet,
thence north to north line of said lot. thence
All kinds of Sewing Machine repairs east llftv feet, thence south to place of begindone on short notice and at reasonable ning. Said sale to take place at the front door
of the Ottawa County courthouse,at Grand Hafigures. Leave orders at Jewelry Store ven, Michigan, on the
of

H. Wykhuysen, Eighth street, Hol-

Twcnty-NimhsDay of Xupuat K.

land, oral shop of

A FULL LINE OF

RINGS, DIAMONDS
AND OTHER JEWELRY.
Our

stock of Silverwarewe are
selling at almost cost.

If you have a watch or clock
that needs repairing we will do

D. it for you satisfactorily.

1(192,

osts.

JAMES FOX,
Zeeland,

-

one o'clockafternoonof aaid day, to pay the
amount due on said mortgage, with interest and
Jun 3-aug. 36
Dated,June I, I89i
at

Mich.

.

J

J

»

C.

Host.

I'Ll A

A THURSTON.

Attorney-

Mortgagee

Otto

Breymao & Son

Cor. Eighth and Market.

1

A

$2,800 COTTAGE.

Coataint Seven llooma and Attic and
!• Pretty and Comfortable.
LCopyrlght.W«2, by American Press Associa-

MORE SAVINGS

HOUGHTON COUNTY’S CA^E

11

r

t

PLEASE.
I

Oranges from Sunny

They

Ploritla!

Nutritious Bananas!

Lemons,

Your

for

AND

DATES, ETC.
WANT

WHITE BREAD.
RYE BREAD,
GRAHAM BREAD,
then call at the

GEO.

HURLBUT

K.

PRACTICAL

Birds, Animals, Fishes, Etc.

Mounted
Furs

Eighth

Street,

to

Nature.

Tanned. Rugs made

to Order.

Horns Polished and Mounted.
Cases Filled.

Holland, Mich.

Old SpecimensRe-mounted

SEND FOR PRICE

BOOT AND SHOE HOUSE
375

1

G^d

StraightStreet.

LIST.

RapIdS, Midi.

-OF/-'•<

•

HOLLND MICH.

Eighth Stjieet,

We have

THE AURORA

a finer line

Ladies’ Shoes and

of

SLIPPERS than ever

of

before,

different

Evaporating Slove
kinds of Cooking and Baking.

Is suitable for all

grades and styles.

Cheaper and Better

We handle the

M.

C.

HENDERSON &
The sale

than

stove.

The new Aurora Range

a guarantee of

is the

Best and Cheapest

of this shoe is

tremendous, which

is

its

New, clean

stock, nobby styles and
Eight Street, Holland, Mich.

sentationsand honest

You

Did

goods carries
the day.

G.Van Putten

ing at

.

HUNTLEY

MACHINIST.

Repairing of all kinds. Mill and Engine Repairs a Specialty.

the
Castings in Brass and Iron.

Market

City Meat

& Sons

Cor. River and Seventh Streets,

HOLLAND, MICH.

Or the fresh Sausages ?
Or the Pork Steak?
If

Dress Goods,

not, you should do

Poultry to

New Summer Goods,

sell

?

so. Have you any
you

WANTED!

If so, I will pay

the highest market price in cash.

Prints,

WM. VAN DER VEERE.

Challies,

Cor.

Fast Black Hoosiery,

Eighth and Fish Sts.,Holland, Mich.

Experienced girl for general

housework. Good wages

paid.

Black Sateens,

SIGN

HOUSE]

Fans,
Summer Underwear,

In the second story is one large chamber
over the parlor and library, with a cheerful bay window front, two good sized Led-

PAPER HANGING.

Black Silk Mits,
and Dress Trimmings.

IMMEDIATELY

office

!

between 7 and 9 P. M.

AND ARTISTIC

River Sir., Holland.

MANNER.

*

JACOB HOEK
Fourteenth Street, West of Pine St.

N

N.

CONSUL M’CREEEY.

MAYNARD, PiiOFlUETOii.

BEP

First-Classin Every Respect.
Rates, $1.50 per Day.

ROOM

GO TO

Central Drag Stnre.
M.

BEP

/\niba |~|ouse
J.

D., Prop’r.

—A TILL LINE OF—
SECOND STORY.

Pure Drugs, Chemicals, Soaps,

rooms and one small room, a large bathroom and five closets. The first story is
finished inside with North Carolina pine,

Perfumery. Toilet Articles, &c.

MARKET

ALSO A FULL LINE OF

Imported and
Kkemehh,M.

tostic Cigars.

store
where calls will be received and promptly attended to.
11.

For the choicest

D., keep** his offica at the

Oflice hours,8 to

9

A. M.,

and

3

to

6

P.

Beef, Pork, Mutton,

(j.

-

AND

M

Veal, Etc.
J.

Lunch Counter

HUIZINGA, M. D,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Special attention to Diaeases of the
Eye, Ear, Nose, and Throat.
Office, one door south of Meyer A Ron’s Music
store, River St., Holland, Mich. Office hours,
10 to 12 . M.: 1:30 to 4 J*. M., and evenings.Can
also be found at his office during the night.

ALSO

Poultry, and

Game

As the market affords.

We

have recently added

a

Steam Meat

-

the second story in white pine, painted; the
windows are fitted with Venetian blinds.
The roof of the house is of slate color,
the body color a light buff, with bronze
green trimmings; sash, red. There is a
cellar under the whole house.
This dwelling can be built for $2,800;in
ome localitiesit would cost less.

D. W. King.

POOL
A good cup

ROOM.

of Tea or Coffee and a first-

class

Lunch served.

GIVE US A CALL!

Cutter which enables us to produce

Delicate aud Artistic.
A more charmiug announcement of one’s
entranceinto a room could not be imagined
than that given by door harps. Dehcate
and artisticlooking, its rows of flue wires
and golden balls would only add to the attractiveness of a pretty door, the slightest
jar of which sends out a jingle of sweet
sounds that it makes one long for the
childish privilege of swinging on it.— Decorator and
i

Furnisher.

Sausages that are pronounced

H. J.

CONKRIGHT

by all

who have tried them

to be the very finest.

BARBER.
The Best Shavoa and Hair Cuts in the
city, at the Eagle Tonsorial Parlors.

1/

North of DeK

raker's meat market.

River St.. Holland. Mich.

Orders taken and packagesdelivered
free of charge.

KUITB BROS.
Eighth Street. Holland,

FOREMAN BROS.
EIGHTH STREET,
In the Old

POST-OFFICE

Building.

general.
It will be seen from the foregoing figures, which are taken from the regular
reports, that the republicans paid out,
a district” It does not say a county in 1890, $1,218.81 more than the demoshall not be divided. Hut it does say crats paid for 1891; in 1889 $1,323.36
emphatically that “each represent- more; in 1888 $8,270.20 more; in 1886,
ative district shall consist of con- $7,950.89 more and in 1665 $15,823.06
venient
contiguous territo- more; and for the five years $29,586.85
ry.” Houghton county is the only more, making the annual average
one divided by the democratic ap- $5,917.27 more for extra clerks in the
portionmentof 1891. A glance at the officeof the secretaryof state under remap will convince anyone of the reason- publican than under democratic manableness of this division. Keweenaw agement
county has a population of only 2,894;
To give Houghton county two representatives would disfranchise Keweenaw’s citizens, for it lacks a moiety,
aud there is no other contiguous terri- He Learned Hie Tricks While State
tory to attach to it Thus it would be
Treasurer of Michigan.
left without representation. But by
dividingHoughton county and attaching a part of it to Keweenaw, districts Official MUfcMance Rewarded by Polltl.
cal Promotion.
composed of convenient and contiguous
territory, each nearly equal in population to the other, Ure formed. No proWilliam B. McCreery, United States
vision of the constitution is violated; consul to Chili, who is kicking up such
nothing has been done that is forbidden a dust in the face of Secretary Blaine
either by the constitutionor decency, and the Chilian nation, was treasurer
but on the contrary substantialjustice of Michigan during the years 1875, 1876,
1877 and 1878. An examination of the
Is meted out.
The republican apportionment of 18S5 records shows that his idea of holding
gave Houghton county two representa- officewas for revenue only. He struck
tives and erected a separate district out a gait that evidenced capabilities for a
of Ontonagon, Baraga, Keweenaw and wider field, and he received promotion
Isle Royal counties,having a total pop- from a party that rewards rascality inulation of 12,542, or 5994 less than the stead of punishing it
basis of apportionment.The district,
W’hile Mr. McCreery was treasurer of
instead of being composed of convenient Michigan he traveled 13,573 miles and
and contiguous territory, as is plainly charged the state the nice little sum of
and imperatively commanded by the $1,260.10 for the same Atregular rates
constitution,was spread into four sepa- his mileage would have cost but $407.19.
rate and geographicallydistinct parcels, Thus he made a clean grab of $852.91.
with Houghton county, Keweenaw bay In all likelihoodhe used free passes,
and Lake Superior interveningl»etween and certainly secured rates on some of
them to prevent their contiguity.Every his trips to New York and Washington.
citizen should look at the map of this He also beat the state, after the manner
district constructedby the republicans. of most republicanofficials, by charging
Then let him read section three, article up bis newspapersto the taxpayers.
four of the constitution. Let him reAnd his claim for these was allowed
call, too, that the republicansnow proto contest the apportionmentof by the board of state auditors at $107.70.
lerfl because of the union of a part of The papers which he read regularly
Houghton county and Keweenaw coun- while in office and which the peoty in one representativedistrict An ple paid for were the Detroit Daily
aggrieved suitor must come into court Tost, Daily Tribune, New York Times,
with clean hands. Their insincerity Evening News, Free Press, Semi-Weekand their partisan venom discredit their
ly Republican and the Wall Street
cause. Their case, too, is as lacking in
merit as their motives are lacking in Journal. Mr. McCreery may be called
purity. And both will find condemna- off now that his official rascality affects
tion in the decision of the supreme somebody besides the republican party
and the taxpayers of Michigan.
court.

and

ROOM1

ALL WORK DONE IN A NEAT

republicansbecomes a grievous sin
There was paid out for extra clerks in
when practiced by their political oppo- the office of the secretary of state
nents.
during the first year under democratic
The democratic apportionmentof administration$30,509.37.In 1890,
1891 has observed this provisionalmost under the republicans, $31,728.18. In
uniformly. It is impossible that an ex- 1889 the republicanspaid out $31,882.76;
act and equal apportionment be made, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1888,
and where there is a margin, it is but $33,779.57; for the year ending Septemfair that the dominant party take ad- ber 30, 1686, $38,460.26, and for 1885,
vantage of it. Michigan has never had $46,332.43.The year 1887 is omitted bea representative
apportionment so near- cause the fiscalyear was changed from
ly equal, fair and just in its division of July to October, and the whole year is
representativesas that given it by the not given in the report of the auditor

fender complete.
On each side of the mantel are placed bookcases, which may be either on a level with
mantelshelfor extend upward to harmonize with the top of mantel. If more space
is required for bookcases, the end of the
room next the staircase hall can he utilized, leaving space for a piano opposite the
mantel. Of course, the rooms in this plan
are all separatefrom each other, and are
not suited to giving large receptions,but
people of moderate means usually prefer a
few friends quietly rather than a large legislature of 1891.
company. This plan is well suited to a
Now as to the second charge. The
young couple just beginninglife together, constitutionsays: “But no toumahip or
and fills all the requirementsusually de- city shall be divided in the formation of

VvVils I Lll a g°ocl competent
nurse. Apply at Dr. Huizinga’s
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beveled mirrors, rich tile facingsaud an
appropriategrate and ornamental brass

manded.

Address, Box 548, City.
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From the moment the democratsassumed the administrationof the various
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Try those fine Roasts which we are sell-
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Democratic Administration.

ENGINEER

good treatment, no raisrep-
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vl(le«l-IIow the Republicans Violated the Constitution In the
Keweenaw District.
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LORING & CO.

Suitable for households and
restaurants.

For prices and information
go to

Prices Tliat Talk!

to

press.

In the market.

quality.
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GO’S

Men’s $3 Calf Shoe.

One of the Reform* Worked lly tba

How Houghton County Came

a

TAXIDERMIST.

JOHN PESSINK,

stitution.

No Dieting.
No Purging.

Sweet Potatoes,Canned Goods, Figs

Cakes, Pies, Candies, Nuts, Cigars,

Secretary of State’s Office
Oosti $5,000 a Year Lobs.

offices in which the people had decreed
Considerablespace has been given in a change the republican press has deBANDS.
the republican papers to fault-finding nounced every act and belittled every
place to a sensibleappreciation of simplicwith the last Michigan apportionment reform, regardless of the truth, and, as
ity. Experience has proved that good,
of
state representatives.The principal if by agreement. The republicanswere
substantialmaterialsand work are less
expensive than flashy, meaningless and faults charged against the act are two; turned out because they were known to
perishable ornaments,which quickly de- first, that all counties having a moiety be delinquent in the performance of
cay. In house building, as in dress, good of the ratio of representation are en- official duties and extravagantin exmaterials,properly fitted and put to- titled to, but are not given, n separate penditures. They were believed to be
gether,give the appearance of stability, representative,and secondly, that a carrying on a systematicpillage of
neatness aud prosperity.
county should not be divided in the the state treasury. The records
It has been abundantly proved that
The perspective view and plans here formation of a district,as in the case of which they made, and which were
the use of his non-electricbands, or his shown illustratethe design of n neat cotHoughton county. As to the first com- two years old when published,
obesity pills, or both, for which the tage suitable for either town or country. plaint,the constitution,in section 3, prove beyond question that the
It la what is usually termed a seven roomagents in this country are the wellarticle 4, provides that “each county belief was well founded. Still no word
ed cottage, with a large unfinishedattic,
hereafter organized, with such terri- of criticism or remonstrance comes from
known firm of Doring & Co., 30 Washtory as may be attached there- the republicanpress, no demand for the
ington street, Chicago, opposite Marto, shall be entitled to
sepa- punishment of the gross negligence,the
shall, Field & Co.’s store, is the one
rate representative, when it has wanton extravaganceand the petty
safe and effective way of reducing corattained a population equal to a moiety sneak-thievingthat has been habitualpulency. The Obesity Pills are made
ly carriedon, us now plainly appears
of the ratio of representation."
from the waters of the German ImperThe constitution,including the pro- by their own records, which are a witvision here recited, was adopted in 1850, ness against themselves.
ial Springs, government ownership.
Who can find an excuse for such conand many apportionmentshave been
The bands or pills arc used separatemade by the republican legislatures duct of tneir press? It denouncesand
ly, and make a rapid and healthfulcure.
with full knowledgeof their duties in belittles the virtues,the reforms and
Or, if used together, they help each
this regard. Their practice should con- the economiesof the new administraother in action and obtain better reform to their understanding and inter- tion. but is mum at the blackest sins of
sults.
pretationof this provision. And their its own party.
A republicanpaper published at Lanpractice, continued for years and years,
forms a just precedent and establishes sing, in the shadow of the eapitol, be- „
Cured Hi8'. Rheumatism and Obesity
PERSPECTIVE VIEW.
a practicalconstruction of this consti- lieving that it had discovered a weak
AuditoriumHotel, Chicago, April which containssufficient space for two tutional provision. Looking over the spot in the democratic administration,
20, 1892.— Gentlemen : Please send one good sized l>ed rooms, aud a small room for
republican apportionment acts one majestically sails into Secretaryof
38-inch obesityband to Mrs. W. L. Car- storage. You enter the house from the would expect to find, in the light of State Blacker for extravagance. And its
front
porch,
which
is
formed
by
extending
roll, 284 Chestnut street, Philadelphia,
their present claims, that when a coun- complaint and fusillade is run through
C. O. D. I like your obesity band and the main roof down over the front entrance;
ty had a population equal to a moiety the Detroit Tribune to the people of
pills very much. They have reduced the long sloping line thus formed gives a
of the ratio, it would be given a sep- Michigan. The claim is made that
pleasing
and
somewhat
picturesque
apmy weight eighteen pounds in the last
arate representative. The constitution during four months under Mr. Blacker
five weeks. The obesity pills have pearance.
From the porch you enter a good sized says it is then entitUd to a separate more money was paid for clerks than
driven away all rheumatic trouble.
William H. Drexel. hall which contains a handsome staircase, representative,though there is no com- during four months under his predelighted by a double stainedglass window mand that one must be given. cessor, Mr. Soper. The mere fact tliat
How to Get the over the landing.From this hall you may There is nothing in the constitu- more money was paid for clerk hire by
Proper Measure- enter the parlor, dining room and kitcb tion either forbidding the annex- Mr. Backer than by Mr. Soper is not
en. The parlor has an octagon front,
ment.
ation of sufficientterritory to of itself proof of extravagance.Nor
MeHKurement fora which is carried up two stories as a bay
was it extravagance at all.
band Ik the largest window, atid is one of the features of the make the populationequal to the
Extravagance consists in unnecessary,
part of the abdohonse; it gives a pretty appearanceto the full ratio, if it is lacking. Therefore
men. The numbers
unwarranted
expenditure.Useless exthe
republicans
might
have
given
a
1, 2, 3 on the hand exterior of the building and a very pleasindicate where ant effectinside. The kitchen is not large, separate representativeto the county penditure is extravagance,be the sum
measurementis to but is conveniently arranged and provided that had a moiety in one instance,or in great or small. The use of the people's
be token.
with a sink, range and boiler and all prop- the other they might have attached money for the purchase of pocketbooks,
The bands cost $2.50 each for any er fittings. The entranceto cellar is from such territory as circumstances and ex- jackknives,*gold pens, playing cards, ___
the kitcl u. The parlor is a good «iwd igencies required to complete a moiety.- aud hundred dollar 'beds; “ for' subsenp^"
length up to 3H inches,but for one larFor example,the population of the lions for newspapers and mileage steals;
ger than 3G inches add 10 cents extra
state in 1884— which was the basis of for the purchase of supplies from party
for each additional inch. Thus a 40the apportionments of 1885— was 1,853,- favorites at figures away above retail
inch costs $3.50, and the pills may be
658. The house of representativesis prices, these are useless, wanton and
bought for $1.50 a bottle, or three botcomposed of 100 members,an4 thus the criminal extravagances.Such is the
basis of apportionmentwas 18,536, and extravagance that the republicans have
tles for $4, enough for one treatment.
a moiety was 9,268. Under the rule been guilty of.
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS.
Now why dtli Mr. Blacker ~pay a
the Detroit Tribune lays down for the
You can buy the pills and bands didemocrats any county having a popula- larger sum of money in four months
rect from our stores, or by mail or extion of 9,268 should have been given a than Mr. Soper during his first four
•
separate representative,
but the repub- months? Upon taking bis office, Mr.
lican legislaturedidn’t see it that way. Soper's clerks were new and unacThe republican apportionment of 1885 quainted with their duties. ConseSTORES
shows the following counties to have quently they were started below full
36 East Washington St., Chicago, 111.
been entitled to separate representa- salaries until they should become ex42 West 22d St., New York City.
10 Hamilton 1'Jace, lioston. Mass.
pert in their respective places. Then
tion, which was denied them:
’ 331 Westminster St., Providence,R. I.
Population. they were advanced to full pay, in which
Alpena .......................................
12, 6K
situation Mr. Blacker found the office.
Cheboygan ....... ......
9,275
The force is employed on legitimate
Delta ......................................
9, Wf
Grand Traverse......................
12,09S
business. None are paid a salary
Iosco ........................................
10.06;
Osceola.......... ...........................14,001 greater than allowed by law, and all
PRACTICAL
Wexford .....................................
10,616 are doing efficientwork and putting in
first story.
The republican party has repeatedly full time.
room, which serves the double purposeof
practiced this method of apportionment,
The trap set for Mr. Blacker catches
parlor and library. There is a handsome
— AND
open fireplace on one side of the room, and was at no time criticised by the republican game, as the following comwith a neat wood mantel In which are set Tribune for it. What was a virtue in parison of expenditures shows:

DR. EDISON'S OBESITY
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Cranberries, for Your Sauce!
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Using

are

The Improved taste displayedin house
buildiuu during the past few years has
served to educate people to appreciate better work. No mutter how small the structure may be, the r«wuer will strive to embellishthe design us much as his pocketbook will allow, uud will even .sacrifice
PILLS. apace for the sake of appearance. The
craze for eccentricitiesin design haa given

Now

ment Conforms to the Con-

tion.]

You SeeYour Stout Friends Grow
ing Thinner Every Day.

want to cull your attention to the ile*
Uolous fruit which wo are i*c*llint,r.

The Representative Apportion- The

Door Harps.
These harps are hung on doors by a
alight framework of decorated wood, from
which are suspendedgolden balls by
threadlike wires of differentlengths. The
least movement causes them to swing to
and fro and touch a row of strung wires,
which produces the sweet sounds. As they
are not costly,no doubt they will be very
popular.— Decorator and Furnisher.
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element
Crwk boys indulged their
cling to the idea that all
! f®ncf by decoritlng a horse with paint,
needs is “Rcadin’, Kitin’. 'Kitmetlc. , giving it more colors than were ahowu by
Wo arc glad to see that feeling
hlntoriccost.
ally yieldingto the pressure of advanc
William and Carrie Pew, a Muskegon
ment In the right direction.
brother and aUtcr, walked over to Grand
Uncle Ben Kdson of Hanley is report- Rapids recently Just for the fon of the
ed on the slekllst. Ho had not thor- thing. They tramped twunty-two miles
oughly recovered from the grippe of the first day, but the farmer to whom they
applied for shelter at night objected at
last winter.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Waite of Ferry sburg first to keeping them, thinkingthey were
visited Mr. W.’s father the first of the a runaway couple. The journeywas completed on the second day.
week.
The refreshingshowers Tuesday evePoliceman Hannouseck of Bessemerhas
ning wot some hay, but was boss on been bound over to the circuit court on
the charge of murder. Ha is accused of
other crops.
Wm. Whipple,Sr., owns a fine Dur- •booting a man last winter while miking
ham cow, that got into a bin of potatoes an arrest.
and in endeavoring to swallow one
Horace Hunt has been a justice of the
weighing H lbs, was choked, not being peace ui Jackson for twenty consecutive
able to dislodge it. She was taken to years and retired from the office July I.
VeterinarySurgeon Covey, who cut He’s 79 years old.
down upon the offending potato, and
The site has been secured for Muskethe cow is in a fair way to recover.
gon’s Masonic temple. ’Twill be five
after year by an old fogy

CORRESPONDENCE.

..

Regular eorreapondentNare desired In loean
representedIn our eolnnina. I'or
Tua Times.
II01.1.AM).Mini.

ties not now
tiartieulars

nddresv

OTTAWA COUNTY.
GRAND HAVEN.
M inn Huttlo Zworacr from Iowa stop*
pinsr with hot* father Rev. A. Zwemer

-

HARVEST AT HAND!

grudu-

during vacation. She
ban ocon teaching in Iowa, but she has
a jHwition in the Grand Haven public
school for the coming school year.
The Grand Haven shipyards are running full at present. At Duncan Robstorieshigh and cost •100,000 when comertson's there arc two stca'inersof medNOORDELOOS.
pleted.
ium size partiallycompleted. At the
Rev. J. Groon of Zeeland conducted
Mechanic's Dry Dock Company the fishW. J. Hatton sues the city of Escanaba
communion services In the Christ.Ref.
ing tug Deer Las just been completed
for 1500 on accountof the loas of an e/e a
church Sunday, July 3rd.
and put In commission, the small passyear ago. An explosion of fireworksdid
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. H. \ an Dyk
enger steamer Spr igh t refitted
ciigersioniiifi
itinn .. with
•• .v.. ....
new
the mischief.
Julv
3rd—
a girl.
boiler and engines, and work has just
The total state taxes of Michigan railBorn to Mr. and Mrs. A. Meyer July
been commenced upon a new DU feet
ways for the current year is 1750,188.81.
Ith-u Miss Columbia.
overall and 10 feet beam to be called
Middleville youth went fishing — reindependence Day passt-d off quietly
the Elk. The Spr igh t, Deer and Elk
here, even the stars and stripes being turned home late— was mistaken by pa for
are owned by Capt. Kirby.
relegated to “innocuousdesuetude. a burglar—and introducedto a stove poMost of our young people and some old- ker— lad now laid up for repairs.
PEDRO KORNERS.
er ones, your correspondent also, took
A Jackson girl of three summers bad
The prospect for a good crop of grain
in the sham b— we mean celebrationat her dress tom off by an irate rooster and
fruit, and all produce is excellent
was severely wounded.
. ,
and farmers look very pleasant in antic- Grand
The above are a few of the events
ipation of the harvest.
which transpired last week, but we A Portage boy fell a distance of thirty
One day last week Mrs. Drinkwater
t ,
feet from a windmill but eacaped serious
made a misstep and fell, breaking her failed to
arm in two places. She was taken to A milky way— where the horses ske- Injury.
It is claimed that an illicitwhisky
Grand Haven to have it attendedto daddled with the milk wagon.
Jacoba Rosbach is homo from Grand
distilleryis doing business near Grand
and is reported as doing well.
The Fourth was celebratedin this vi- Rapids for a weeks' vacation.
Lake, Presque Isle cot nty.
cinity in different ways some going John E. Verhoy and wife of Grand
Grand Haven has a damage euit on hand
Rapids are here visiting relatives.
abroad and others remaining at home
because a stranger’sear came in contact
Mrs. F. Heyboer is visiting in Holentertaining friends. We were well
with a Roman caudle at the late celebrarepresented at Ottawa Beach and Port land a few days.
tion.
B. Rosbach of Grand Rapids was here
Sheldon.
George Deway’s residence has been
,
,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Anys near Port ShelKatv and Jennie Brouwer of Grand transferred from Mecosta county to the
don must have had quite a family reDetroit house of correction for 75 days for
Rapids are here visitingfriends.
union the Fourth as Mr. and Mrs. F.
At the annual school meeting held throwingstones at his wife.
Warsac and family from Kentucky were
M. J. Coldren, the Hillsdale missionary
Monday evening F. Heyboer was electthere, also Mrs. Schippie and Mr. and
who's been taking a two-year's vacation
ed as moderator in the school board.
Mrs. G. Anys from Chicago.
has returned to India. During this lay
Frank Davis from Grand Rapids Our farmers are all making hay while off he collected 135,000 of American cash
the sun shines. Large quantitiesare
spent a few days with his parents.
being gathered and the faultless weath- with which to build a high school in the
Mrs. J. Crofood is visiting her daughOrient.
er makes it an excellentquality.
ter Mrs. D. Huff.
Some two months ago Mrs. Charles
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Joscelyn put in
Krohn, a Saginaw lady went to Canada to
ALLEGAN
COUNTY.
the Fourth at Thompsonville.
visit friends. On the return trip she was
There is talk of some kind of a camp
GRAAFSCHAP.
taken sick at the railway atation and
meeting in Joscelyn’s grove in the near
M r. and M rs. H. Strabbing are rejoicing died.
future.
over the advent of a twelve pound boy,
Winters is the home of a chap who inThere certainlywas an error in our
who made his appearancelast Monday. sulted a lady on the street, but he'll be
article of May 20‘ (referred to later by

at Spring I^ako

k
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BEST AND LEADING IMPLEMENTS

,

Binder Twine, “Albion,” “Daisy,” and Thomas Rakes,
Keystone Hay Loaders, Tedders, and Hay Carriers,
Complete outfits,and anything belonging to our

REPAIRS! —We

have a large stock for

all

goods sold by us.—

age of

John and Benj. Dumez.
ourselves fortunate, and if he is really
Farmers are making rapids strides
in earnest about defending his friends,
with haying during tills favorable
I think we are all willing to help him
weather.* Both quality and quantity
in that direction for there is nothing
are excellent.
that will so aid in causing a scandal to
Rev. E. Breen conducted the services
die out as keeping it constantlybefore
at th3 C. R. church last Sunday.
the public.
John Speet has sold part of his farm
There must have been another social
to his brother-in-law Benj. Walters
on the Lake Shore by this time and
who will make his permanent home
will the correspondent kindly inform
us if Jerry or Jerusha attended, but here in the near future.
break it to* us gently please.

Don't fail to

m m

MICHIGAN ITEMS.

!

before buyiny.

H.

DE KRUIFJR

=

ZEELAND, MICH.
.............

.

........

EIGHTH STREET,

HOLLAND,

MICH.

Opposite

CLOCKS

1*3.

Cobbs St Mitchell, a Cadillaclumbering
firm, have invested in a tract of Kalkaska
-eouniy •pin#re»timatod-t8
~out-iG,t-G9-,0GGfeet of lumber.
C. L. Whitney of Mount Clemens has
contracted to engineer the Saginaw

REPAIRS

line.

BUGGIES OF ALL KINDS!
ST

The first phir of pants worn by that redrinking from the start in a very un- ligious pyrotechnic,Dr. T. Dewitt Talusual degree. We sincerelyhope the mage, are said to have been made by a
habit will be broken before any serious Greenville lady who's now reached the
old

!

(SEVERAL CAR LOADS)

recovers

The hot weather brings many

in

‘Champion’ and ‘Deering’ Harvesting Machines

„

results follow.

waste time

Only to be disappointed,but come direct to us. We have the largest stock in Ottawa and Allegan
counties, all fresh and latest improved patterns of

report.

mistake occurred we are unable to say.
It is customary to lay such things to
the “devil”but we think he’s “ne’er so
black as painted”, so we will take the
whole blame upon ourselves and say
that in all probabilitywe misspelled

not

looking around for the

Haven.

Sunday.

do

Tlio season is backward, time is money, so if you need any Harvesting Tools,

:

!

f3-WATCHES

Kanterg’ Hardware Store.

'

Complete Stock!

schools for a year at a $3,400 salary.

The notion that all women object to
telling their age appears to be untrue.
Manistee has an old ladies’society.
Lenawee's county treasurerpaid $88.18
sparrow bounty in a single day.
Marshall people are reaching yit after
c postal delivery, the yearly postoffles
receiptsof the town exceedingtbe sum ef
11-1

$

:

REPAIRING.

j

Tlie Old Reliable.

$10,000.

DRENTHE.

The Salvation Army will hold it*
InterestingNews of tbe State Given In
Some of our farmers have finished
state encampment at Winona beach, July
Condensed Form.
haying and those who are not through
21-30.
The contract has been let for a 110,000
hauled in a large share during the last
Mutton-lovingcanines continue theii
gymnasium
at Albion college,the Mae to
two days of dry weather.
depredationsin ths vicinity of Owoseo.
be
70
by
95
feet.
Dr. H. Poppen. graduatefrom the
Jackson prison earnings showed a balA Lansing man tore up a |80 stretch of
Mich. University,has bought the propance of $18,87:>.94 over expensesfor the fiserty of Dr. Beron of Forest Grove, sidewalkin tbe endeavorto find a $10 gold
cal year euding June 30.
Jamestown,and will hang out his shin- piece and then discovered the coin in an
Charles Telzram is a Grand Rapids real
unused
pocket.
gle there in a few days. His brother
A Vernon gentleman bad a brother liv- dent who is trying to milk the Michigan
Nicholas is enjoying his vacation, preCentral Railway company for $10,00C
paring for his school in Roseland, 111., ing at Davidson and one at Niagara Falla.
worth of alleged damages.
A
telephone
dispatch
announced
the
death
from where he received a call this
Between January and July 1, 1,859
of tbe former, but the Vernon man made
spring as teacher.
Henry Bakker has been to Holland a mistake and went to the Falls ouljr to dishes were broken by tbe inmatesof the
Lansing reform school.
to the funeral of Mrs. H. Walcotte lust find that the living relative bad gone to
Georgetown dogs celebrated the Fouitb
Davidson to attend the funeral.
week Thursday.
C. Verhulst has been to the funeral
Three Oakland county people claim by the slaughter of twenty-fivesheep foi
of his nephew Cornelius Wierda, oldest heirship to an English estate of 117,000,000. H. D. Leedy, a farmer of that burg.
Arson Campbell, a Charlevoixcitizen of
son of Jacob Wierda, who by accident There are fifty seven other claimants for
63, has whittled out a log chain from a
drowned in Grand river, Allendale,on the cash.
single piece of wood.
the Fourth.
It is estimated that $350,000 will he reTnis week Monday while hauling in quired to run Muskegon’s municipalmaMichigan Mill Workers on Strike.
hay Albert Ridderingslipped off the chinery for the next fiscal year.
Detroit, July 12.— Monday eveningth«
wagon and struck his head on some
Olmtructiousplaced on the Grand Rapframe work which made a small gash ids and Indiana railroad track near officials of the Eureka Iron and Steel milli
at Wyandotte, ten miles south of here,
in the top of his head.
Sturgis derailed ths night express,but
R. A. Hy.na has moved his family tbe passengers all escaped without seriooa held a confereuce with a committee of employes over the Amalgamated scale. As
from Robinson Tuesday. They all feel injury.
a result of the conference the officialsrehappy but tired of their journey.
Jackson prison boarders celebrated the
fused to sigu the scale and their 400 emFourth with athleticsports and a base
ployes have stopped work. All is quiet
BERLIN.
hall game.
there at present, but should tbe mill ownThe select school of Miss Cora Good- Several years ago L. Martin,a Lawton ers try to put non-union labor at work
enaw, principal of our school, counts gentleman,owned a piece of soil which he there is bound to be trouble. They say
regardedas nearly worthless. He set the that hereafter the mill is to be run on ths
now 25 students.
George D. Turner of Grand Haven tract out to cherries and 100 pickers will non-union plan.
has been in town visiting friends and be required to harvest this season’s crop.
An Old Woman's Story.
relatives.
The trouble at Homestead, Pa.,, beDetroit, July 12.— Mme. Wright, aged
It cost a Battle Creek woman $60 to
tween the Carnegie Co. and the Amal- bury a pet boodle dog.
70 years, died here. Living with her was
gameted Association, citizens and workThe Road Cart factoryat Sturgis is in a child of 8 years. She came from Chicago
men of Homestead, is regularly dis- ashes and incendiaries are thought to be two years ago, and from what she told
cussed here. Parties differ in opinion, responsible for the loss.
Commissioner Martin and her neighbors
but on one point all agree: The PinkNatural gas has been discoverednear on her ' Athbed it seems that ths child
ertons should all be seni to a place
Gladwin. Whether the quantity is suffi- was stc-icA. The story goes that the child
We are making a Specialty of this for Two Weeks!
where they can do no harm to the cient to give it a commercial value re- was heir to wealth aud was given to Mrs.
African desert. Pinkerton bloodhounds
Wright’srelatives in order that they
maius to be determined.
are not wanted.
100 dozen Beautiful Puff Scarfs! A Splendid Scarf for 25 cents!
might secure the property. This is tbe
The severest thunderstormof the William Ingersollavers that he was old woman's story.
Handsome
Something Better up to 50 cents!
season passed over our village Tuesday despltefullyused by tbe rotten Kent
evening. Allen Collan's barn, in the county bridge and sues Wyoming townElegant
The Best Ones up to One Dollar!
ship for $5,000 to compensate for injuries
north-west part of our township, was
sustained.
100
Superb Four-in-Hands.
struck by lightning and burned to the
Monroe county will invest $8,000 in a
ground with its contents,about 20 tons
Ifavhif/
Only
of hay. No insurance on the barn. The new bastlle at Monroe, the contract havOther dealers will charge you from 50c to $1.50 for these same goods
hay was insured by the renter of the ing been let for the work.
On band to sell at
Isaac Crane was tworn in as a Bellevillefarm.
and tell you they are giving you goods at a low figure.
The ceiling of all four wings of the justiceof the peace at midnight, tried a
art hall of the Ottawa & West Kent case of assault at once, and at 4:30 o’clock
We have the largest and finest assortment ever shown in the city!
Agricultural society, is now completed in tbe morning sentenced tbe offender to
the
Detroit
bouse
of
correction
for
sixty
aad can compare with any hall of the
days. That’s business.
We are ready to sell oar
kind in the state.
Lake Angeline.a body of water near
The young man referredto in our last
week’s report has safely returned, but Ubpeming baa been drained dry and 25,
evidently without a young wife. We 000,000tons of ore are thought to be within
still have hopes, that cupld will finish easy reach.
BARLOW BRO
BLANK BOOKS
Olivet Congregational ists will indulge
his work.
in a 120,000 church edifice, tbe college
r"4
A A-f fit' jHNIN'- fcASK
HUDSONYTLLE.
of that town to bear one-half of the exw V- ANl HAM!/. MiCH
It seems that Hudsouville has reach- pense.
ed an era of educational advancement. Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Yoorbees of Pontiac
As old stoc/i is offered for sale
At the ischool meeting last night it was have just celebratedtheir sixty-fourth
IN
RAPIDS
To buy Custom-Made Shirts.
elsewhere.
voted to grade the school and the fol- marriage anniversary. They have lived
lowing were elected trustees: J. N. all this time on the same farm where they
-STOP ATApply to
Waite, one year, H. E. Hudson and C. began housekeeping.
J. D.
EH Babcock, a Waverly farmer, was
tbe owner of three barns a week ago, but
_ __________________ upon the lightningreduced them to asbos aud also
At the store of Wm. Brusse & Co.
school building after plans to be sub- cremated three horses.
mitted and approved next Monday night
Frank Perry, a Newberry lumberman,
cor. River and Eighth streets,
to which time the meeting adjourned. has narvested a tree which cut seven logs
The best place in the city for lodging
If you need pure drugs and chemicals
This is a step in the right direction and aud scaled 6,000 feet of lumber.
or meal*.
Holland,
Mich.
go
ti
Dr.
Wm.
Van
Putten’e
drugstore
one that has been steadily fought year
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The Times
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Here's Sometliiiig That Will Intereel You! Because—
All our Watches and Clocks

MEN'S NECKWEAR.

50 “
50 “

are good timekeepers.

Then—
Our patterns of Jewelry are

Tecks!

Windsors!

“

all the latest styles,

And—
Our

NEW GOODS

LOW

FIGURES

COME AND

SEE!

Fresh Goods
—AT—

Such Prices

S'

5,000 Men Wanted

. i.

WHEN

WERKMAN

SISTERS.

C. A.

GRAND

prices will satisfy you.

STEVENSON

Eighth Street, Holland. Mich.

FOR PROFIT

_

At the Grand
Rapid*, (Mich.)

(educate

1
KiicIokc

UUMINKSH

COLLEGE.

itamp for catalogue.
Address A. 8. Paiubh, I’rop’r.

ramiSf

SLUYTER,

Sweet’s Hotel.

and
also a job on chimney
building, A. Finch.
!t Holland, Mich.
of

plastering to do
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